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la Our INIth Year

Consumer Prices
Up During June
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PERFORM AT LIBRARY-The 12-member 'Twilight Cabaret" performing
group recently presented a show at the Calloway County Public Library
before a large crowd. The performers are MSU students under the direction

of Robert E Johnson and Henry C. Bannon. The group performs nightly except
Mondays at the old bathhouse in Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Staff Photo by Frank Gonzales

Clouds Gather Again As Time Draws
Near For Encore 'Tom Sawyer' Performance
"Surely it won't rain this time!"
Richard Valentine, the producerdirector of the Community Theatre's
production of Tom Sawyer said today.
He was referring to the end of June, a
dry and arid time for most of Calloway
County. It was near the end of June
when the first production of "Tom
Sawyer" was scheduled.
It hadn't rained for over six weeks,
the air was dry, and the corn was
burning the fields-and no relief was in
sight! But on opening night, with a
sellout crowd of over 200 people, the sky
began to darken in the west, the air
became heavy, and for the first time in
42 days it rained.
As plans got underway to do an
encore of the show this weekend the
clouds reappeared in the western skies
for the first time since the end of June.
Many of the cast members began to
wonder aloud, if they should even plan
to do the show again!
"Bill Phillips, who plays the sheriff,
suggested that we sell our production to
drought stricken areas in hope that we
might be able to insure them some
relief," a spokesman said.

"The Community Theatre realizes
that we need rain," the spokesman
added. "But why do we have to get it
everytime we plan to do this show?
During the last production of 'Torn
Sawyer' crowds were hampered by the
inconvenience of having to sit in the
rain, until an intermission could be
arranged or until the show could be
moved under the pavillion by the old
courthouse," the spokesman continued.
"We thought that maybe if we could
reschedule the show during what is
normally a dry period in the month of
July, that maybe, just maybe we could
get through the entire show without a
cloudburst!" the spokesman said.
"Near the beginning of the week, the
outlook was bleak, there was a well
needed shower on Tuesday afternoon,
and it looked like rain all day

Wednesday! The extended forecast for
the coming weekend is great - return
of mild temperatures-high 70's to rftid
80's - low at night in the 60's," the
spokesman added.
The cast of the production includes:
Tom Sawyer - John Hassell, Sid
Sawyer - Mark Austin, Alfred Temple Billy Phillips, Ben Rogers - Glen Olson,
Jim
Hollis - Todd Bartlett,
Hubbkleberry Finn - Billie Bazzell, Jr.,
Hoe Harper - Brian Bartz, Amy
Lawrence - Michelle Jarrett, Janie
Hardin - Amy Spencer, Gracie Miller Mary Morris, Susan Harper - Emily
Dunn, Becky Thatcher - Leila Umar,
Aunt Polly - Leesha Hazel, Mrs.
Thatcher - Barbara Blivin, Mr. Dobbin Bryan Thacker, Muff Potter - Gary
Brockway, Injun Joe - John Taylor.
Sheriff - William Phillips.

Campers Festival Is Planned
At Rushing Creek July 29-31

which are generous, level, and suitable
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Rushing
for
all camping rigs. Access roads to
Creek Campground, straddling the
the sites have been repaved, and
Kentucky-Tennessee line in TVA's
selected trees have been cleared in
Land Between The Lakes, will be the
order to provide vista overlooks from
site of a special campers festival for
Charges of first degree assault have
nearly every campsite.
Rushing Creek campers only on July 29been filed against Mrs. Alvis T. Sadler,
An outdoor skills program has been
31, 1977.
Route One, New Concord, in connection
initiated at Rushing Creek this year.
"Rushing Creek Summer Fest," the
with the stabbing of her husband last
The program features archery,
first special activity of its kind in the
Friday night, according to County
bicycling, fishing, and outdoor cooking
campground, will have activities for all
Attorney Sid Easley.
instruction. It is designed to provide an
ages. On Friday, there will be a
Alvis T. Sadler was taken to the
educational and rewarding experience
supervised skills program including
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
In
addition, a 7-mile hiking trail around
archery, canoeing, volleyball, softball,
treatment.
the camping area has been built to
water games, critter crawls, a puppet
The alleged stabbing app.1rently
stimulate nature walks and individual
show, a drama presentation, and a teen
occurred during a domestic quarrel,
exploration.
dance.
according to the county attorney's
Other conveniences at Rushing Creek
Saturday will feature the Cedar Bluff
office.
include a double dumping station for
Hike; frisbee olympics; outdoor
sewage treatment and water fill for
cooking skills; canoeing; nature crafts;
self-contained trailers, and an ice
a flea market; archery; volleyball; a
horseshoe tournament; a hospitality
tent sponsored by the Good Sam
Camping Club, Hopkinsville; a square
dance; and a coffeehouse. A morning
About $8,000 in merchandise was
worship service and a flea market will
reported stolen from the Levi's Western
conclude the activities Sunday.
and Leather Store in Aurora Tuesday
Rushing Creek, the most remote and
night or Wednesday morning,
tranquil of the three campgrounds in
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
according to the Marshall County
the 170,000-acre outdoor recreation
Carter, making his first tour of the ,
Sheriff's office.
area in western Kentucky and
—Tile sheriff's office said the intruders
Tennessee, has recently Ise-en -South since entering the WhiteHouse,'sused pry bars to, break through the
renovated and now offers a4nultitude of talking to regional legislators about
dealings with the Soviet Union and
barred rear door. An investigation
conveniences to its campers.
Plans to meet the citizens of Yazoo
continues by the sheriff's office and the
Complete renovation of the 150 usable
County. Miss.
Kentucky State Police.
sites provided larger camping pads
Carter scheduled an early afternoor.
departure for a two-day journey that
also will take him to an oil rig off the
Louisiana coast Friday.
One Section-14 Pages
Before going to Yazoo City to respond
The Murray Pony League has announced its selections
to questions at a public meeting, Carter
to the All-Star team. For this and other sports news, see
was addressing the 31st annual
today'sagports Section. pages 6 and 7.
Southern Legislative Conference of the
Council of State Governments at
Charleston,S.C.
A White House official said the
Classified Ads
11, 12,13
President
chose to discuss AmericanComics
.9, 11
Soviet relations, rather than a
Crossword
9
regionally-oriented topic, because he
Dear Abby
3
believes it is a subject that engages
Deaths
de'runtrals
14
Partly cloudy tonight with a
citizens
of all parts of the country.
Garrott's Galley
5
good chance of thunderstorms.,
The official, who declined to be
Horoscope
•2
low in the upper 60s to low 70s.
• quoted by name, said Carter would
Inside Report
-5
- Mostly sunny,• cooler and less
assess the curfent, somewhat-troubled
Let's Stay Well
10
- humid Friday .with a chance of
relations with the Soviets. The
Local
Scene
2,3,
4
thundershowers, high in the
President will emphasize a view that
Opinion Page .
5
tipper 80s.
relations with Russia will feature
Sports
6,7
sometimes-conflicting elements of
cooperation and competition for the

Assault Charges
Made In Stabbing

Burglary Is

machine.
Campers will find a $2 per night
camping fee at Rushing Creek as
compared to the $3 per night fee at both
Hillman
Ferry
and
Piney
Campgrounds. There is an additional 50
cents charge for electrical hookup in
each of the family campgrounds.
A special invitation for "Rushing
Creek Summer Fest" is extended to
any camping clubs, families, and
individuals who would like to
participate in the special event. Make
plans now to come and enjoy a fun-filled
weekend of games and relaxation in the
out-of-doors.
For additional information contact
Recreation Services, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone '502)924-5602.

Carter Begins First Tour
Of South As President

Reported At Aurora

inside today

today's index

partly cloudy

• .
4
.
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Members of the cast appearing as
townspeople include Jennifer Hammat,
Karen Hainsworth, Whitney Taylor,
Julie Bartlett, Kim Baker, Meleah
Paschall, Marcia Grimes, Lisa Russell,
Amanda Dunn, Wacy Harrington,
Joshua Bartz, Talise Harrington, Brent
Priddy and Page Bailey.
Torn Sawyer performances are
scheduled for July 21, 22, and 23, at 7:30
p. m. at the city-county park, at the old
Courthouse.
Senior Citizens will be admitted for
one half price at the Thursday evening
performance in appreciation for the
generous support of the Community
Theatre,the spokesman added.
Admission for the production is one
dollar for adults and young people.
Everyone is invited, and regardless of
the weather, the show will go on.

foreseeable future, the official said.
Carter's decision to discuss the
subject at this time was not related to
any current developments, the source
said.
Asked if the President's remarks
might improve the climate for
possible meeting with Soviet President
Leonid I. Brezhnev, the Official said
that was not Carter's purpose.
However, he added the address
certainly would not worsen the
possibility of a summit, which
Brezhnev wants to delay until a new
arms limitation agreement is ready for
signing.
The Yazoo City appearance was
patterned after one Carter made at a
-town meeting" in Clinton, Mass., on
March 16. Since Yazoo City does not
have a town meeting form of
government, the 90-minute questionand-answer session is billed as a
'citizens' public meeting."
About 1,400 Yazoo County residents
were selected at a public drawing by
local election officials to attend the
meeting.
Yazoo City, with a population of
11,000, voted for former President
Gerald R. Ford over Carter by five_
votes in the 1976 election.
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WASHINGTON ( AP)- Higher costs
for food and a broad range of services
pushed June consumer prices up sixtenths of 1 per cent, matching the
previous month's boost in prices, the
government reported today.
The rise was a disappointment to
government economists who had hoped
some moderation in consumer prices
would follow a slowdown in wholesale
price hikes in May and a sharp
wholesale price drop in June.
Retail food prices, which climbed
seven-tenths of 1 per cent in May, rose
by eight-tenths of 1 per cent in June and
marked the sixth straight month of
sharp increases in the cost of food.
The government planned to release a
second report on the nation's economic
health later today and it was expected
to be more encouraging. A preliminary
estimate from the Commerce
Department indicated the economy had
another strong quarter, with the Gross
National Product growing in the AprilJune period at about the same rate as
the first quarter's 6.9 per cent rate.
In another report, the government
reported that real spendable earnings
- after-tax earnitigs adjusted for
inflation - increased 3.4 per cent in
Jung, reflecting a change in tax
deductions which lowered the
withholding rates beginning June 1. The
increase marked the biggest monthly
boost in real spendable earnings in two
years.
Wholesale prices - a precursor of
costs a consumer eventually faces fell seven-tenths Of a per cent in June
alter several months of steep increases.
The drop was the first since last August
and was largely the result of a 6.3 per
cent decline in prices of farm products.
Changes in the wholesale food prices
are usually reflected at grocery
counters within a few weeks but this
has not been the case so far borAike June
decline. The Labor Department said a
large part of the June increase in retail
food prices was caused by higher prices
for processed foods such as dairy
products, canned and frozen fruits and
vegetables, sugar, bakery products and
coffee.
While the six-tenths per cent increase
in consumer prices was relatively steep
for one month, it was less than the
eight-tenths of 1 per cent rise in April
and January and the 1 per cent jump in
February.
Over the past three months,
consumer prices rose at an annual rate
of 8.1 per cent, down from the 10 per
cent annual rate during the first
quarter of the year.

The Labor Department said its
Consumer Price Index last month Stood
at 181.8 per cent of its 1967 average,
meaning that a marketbasket of goods
and services which cost $100 ten years
ago now cost $181.80 last month.
The Consumer Price Index is based
on a selection of 400 different goods and
services believed to represent the
marketbasket of the average urban
worker who heads a family of four.
In a separate report, the government
said that real spendable earnings after-tax earnings adjusted for inflation
- increased 3.4 per cent in June, the
largest monthly increase in two years.
The increase resulted from a change
in tax deductions which lowered
wthholding rates effective June I.
Over the year, real earnings rose 3.3
per cent as a result of both the
reduction in taxes and a three-tenths of
a per cent increase in weekly earnings
over and about any inflationary
increase in them.
While food prices continued their
sharp rise, the cost of nonfood
conmiodities rose by only two-tenths of
a per cent in June following increases of
four-tenths of .1 per cent in each of the
three previous months.
Economists look to prices of nonfood
commodities for evidence of the
underlying, rate of inflation in the
economy since these are less volatile
than food prices, which are subject to
wide swings from month to month.
Gasoline and motor oil prices fell
four-tenths of 1 per cent last month, the
first drop in five months. Prices for
used cars declined 2.2 per cent. Fuel oil
and coal prices increased nine-tenths of
1 per cent while clothing costs rose sixtenths of 1 per cent.
The cost of services rose eight-tenths
of 1 per cent in June, about the same
rate as earlier in the year. Charges for
gas and electricity were up 1.3 per cent.
medical care service rose six-tenths of
1 per cent and mortgage interest rates
were up eight-tenths of 1 per cent.
Among food prices, coffee increased
5.2 per cent, the smallest rise this year,
the government said. Prices for fruits
and vegetables declined but not so
much as in May, while beef and poultry
prices also dropped.
The increase in consumer prices for
May was six-tenths of 1 per cent. This
was relatively steep for one month but
less than in April, when the rise was
eight-tenths of 1 per cent, and
February, when the index jumped by a
full 1 per cent.
See ECONOMY,
Page 14, Column 3

Theft Cases Here Down
From First Quarter'76
Robbery, burglary and total larceny cases in Calloway County declined
during the first quarter of this year (January-March when compared with
the first quarter of 1976, according to statistics just released.
One robbery was reported during the first quarter of 1976 here while none
were reported in 1977. Burglary cases reported during the first quarter of
1977 totaled 30, down from the 36 reported in 1976. Total larceny cases reported dropped from 76 in 1976 to 72 in 1977.
Two areas of the report showed slight increases in Calloway County. Those
were in the aggravated assault category which showed three reported cases
in 1977 compared with two in 1976, and auto thefts with six being reported
this year compared with four last year.
No murders or forcible rapes were reported during the first quarter of
either year.
Offenses included in the report are those "known to police." Unreported
crimes are not included.
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The many varied lifestyles in the south and Its forming roots are featured
in the Tennessee Valley Bicentennial Soutb caravan of exhibits on display
at land Between The LalTs, the caravan is open from Friday through
Tuesdar from 10 a.m. un4i1 4:10 p.m. There is ncradmission(barge.
(1.A Photo by C4nttsiakai1lo4
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Wedding Planned

v*. .:., COMMUNITY
CAT NDAR

Frames Drake

By CIECIkY MOWNSTONII
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 22, 1971
Aseedaied hem Food Mar
YOU BORN TODAY are one
What kind of day will
SUNDAY GET-TOGETHER
of the most idealistic of all
tomorrow be? To find out what
Coffee Nog
Cancerians; Progressive in Fruit Cake
the stars say, read the forecast
COFFEE NOG
your methods and usually far
given for your birth Sign_
ahead of the times in your
1 pint coffee ice avam
thinking. You would probably
2 cups hot strong brewed
be unhappy in the world of
coffee
ARIES
business and commercialism
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Iror4
1 cup golden rum, 80 proof
for you tend to become Ve cup coffee liqueur
More gainsindicated than you
disillusioned when pursuing
may anticipate. But there will
Pour coffee over ice cream
strictly material goals. On the and stir to melt. Add rum and
be SOME obstacles, so pick
other band, you find happiness liqueur and stir to blend. Pour
your way aleetly and
cautiously, but without anxiety. In directing your lofty ideals- into punch cups or other approand ideas - toward the
glasses and serve; or
TAURUS
creative. Translate them into priate and chill - as
cover
long as
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Niir
books, musical compositions or
Never mind the odds against
images on canvas and thereIs overnight - before serving.
you; keep working toward your
1
2 cups no limit to the heights you can Mrkes about 3/
objectives. There is always &
attain. Birthdate of: A. Ashley servings. This not-too-sweet nog
way for the imaginative, oppacks a punch!
Cooper, Eng. statesman.
timistic, willing worker. And
you are that!
GEMINI
(May 12 to June 21) 1
4
*
Fine influences! Enterprise,
7:25,9:00
resourcefulness and initiative
should spark the day and give
you a brand-new outlook on all
activities.
Starts TOMORROW!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 45
0
40. IME:
FREATEST
Day calls fpr your best
judgment. You may feel
ALL
"lukewarm" about some
ADVENTURERS
suggestions made, but look into
them anyway. They COULD
prove of value.
LEO
(July 24 to Au& vs) J244A
Reflexes, intuition and
business acumen should be keen
now. Especially favored under
day's influences: research,
merchandising, all business
transactions.
Thru 8/4
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 13) 19%
Do not pay much attention if
No Passes
associates seem difficult. Some
No Bargain Nite
persons may be "edgy" now, so
don't take unseemly action
personally. •
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. z3)
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
you astray now. Do the best You
can in your own field and gains
.will be yours.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. fl)
Patience will,* needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid undue haste, anxiety.
You CAN deliver the goods.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Several chances to do better
than usual. Take advantage of
all worthwhile opportunities. A
good period in which to
revitalize methods.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
Admonitions for this day:
Don't be so overly cautious that
you lose out on advantages, and
don't rely on help from anyone.
This is a period when your own
grit must see you through.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) An excellent day for con_business
sidering
new
arrangements - especially if
they involve real estate or
property improvements.
Ends Tonite
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
"The Deep"(PG)
A good day for trying to push
a unique program. You will get
Starts TOMORROW!
backing from those in authority
-IF you make the first move.

Watermelon Feast will be
held for Senior CiVens in the
pavilion by P-cre'uld" courthouse ir :Pj-County Park
form 5:30 so 6:30 p.m. Each
one attending will please
donate fifty cents to help pay
for the watermelons.

Land Between the Lakes
activities will include 45
minute walk to discuss animal
identification at Center
Station at nine a. m.; junior
naturalist program for ages 9
to 12 at Center Station from
two to four p. m.; and stream
stroll at Jenny Ridge picnic
Concert by Murray State area at two p. m.
University Summer Orchestra, conducted by -Prof.
Sunday, July 24
Neale Mason, will be at eight
percussion recital by
Senior
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Pam Hayes, Central City, will
MSU.
be at 3:30 p. m. in the Farrell
TwiligtIL golf with Keith frecital Hall of Pribe Doyle
Morris as chairman will be at Fine Arts Center, Murray
5:45 p. m. at the Murray State.
Country Club.

Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at the
center at six p.m.
Meat Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club at
6:30 p.m. with Mike Baker,
Dub Polly, Gary Marquardt,
and Larry Ryan in charge of
arrangements.

Murray - Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club twilight
Murray Woman's Club House. golf will be at 5:30 p. m.

Murray Women of the
Land Between the Lakes
Moose will meet at eight p.m. activities will include movie
at the lodge hall.
on geese at two p. m., and
discovery walk at 8:30 p. m.,
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 both at Center Station.
Order of the Eastern Star will
Kenlake State Park acmeet at 7:30 p.m. at the Lodge
tivities will include creek walk
Hall.
,
at ten a. m. and dinosaur egg
hunt at 1:30 p. m., both at front
of lodge„.macrame part II at
hotel recreation room at 2:39
p. m., croquet tournament on
front lawn of hotel at 3:30 p.
m., tennis lessons for
beginners at hotel court at
p. m., and lakeside
4:30
An 1880's Town
Singers at hotel meeting room
Benton, Ky.42025
at 8:30 p. m.

MEEK
TERRITORY

s
Monday, July 25
Baptist
River
Blood
Associational WMU will meet
at First Baptist Church at ten
a. m.This isfor all churches in
Calloway and Marshall
Counties.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and-16th Streets. This is for all
persons with emotional,
nervous, domestic, or mental
problems and is a group
Therapy meeting.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

• July 15,1977
Adults 128
United
Pleasant
Mt.
Nursery
12
Methodist Church will have
homecoming services at
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
eleven a.m. with the Rev. Dr.
Baby Boy Douglas (mother
Bill Clark Thomas as speaker. Lois), Rt. 7, Box 129-A,
Mayfield, Baby Girl Kendall
A basket lunch will follow.
(mother Joine), 205 Pine,
Saturday, July 23
Murray, Baby Boy Brewer
Ice cream social to honor (mother Delana), Rt. 1,
the Rev. and Mrs. Roy E. Hardin, Baby Boy Thompson
Rabatin will be held at seven (mother Katherine), 405
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of Edgewood Paris, Tn.
the First Presbyterian
PLUS
DISMISSALS
Church, Main and 16th
Lawrence E. Spinks, Rt. 3,
Streets.
Murray, Mrs. Bethemy P.
PLUS
Kenlake State Park ac- Elliott and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
tivities will include bird walk Box 1025, Murray, Mrs. Mitzi
in front of lodge afseven a. m., Cook Jones and Baby Girl,
relays
at
campground 1501 Beckett, Murray, Kenplayground at 10:30 a. ;in.; neth R. Fennell, Rt. 1, Dexter,
THIS SUNDAY
critter hunt at 2:30 p. m., Mrs. Iva L. Cochran, 1710
MARTY ROBBINS 2 & 5 PM
critter race at 3:30 p. m. and Holiday, Murray, Mrs. Sharon
GOSPEL NOON & 3 PM
tunior ranger at 4:30 p. m., all A. Motheral, 324 Willow,
Corning
at campground bath house; Mayfield, Mrs. Janice K.
July30
Dr. Hook
Loretta Lynn
July 31 slide program on parks at Hays, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ronnie
Aug
7 seven p. m. at hotel meeting M. Chilton, Rt. 7, Benton,
Don Williams plus
Ramtros & Wendy Bagwell
room; square dance at Cullen E. Irvin, Rt. 4, Box 245,
NO RAINCHECKS OR REFUNDS
campground bath house at Murray, Mrs. Kizzie A.
8.30 p. m.
Cantrell, Box 3120 University
Station,
Murray,
Mrs.
Deborah L. Stogner, Rt. 7 Box
166, Murray, Miss Elizabeth J.

F3000

Miss Rebecca .-inn Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hall of Murray, formerly of Ferndale,
Mich., announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their only daughter, Rebecca Ann, to Daniel Raye Morgan,
son of Mr.and Mrs. George L. Morgan of Fairdealing.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Ferndale High School,
Ferndale, Mich, and is a nursing major at Murray State
University.
Mr. Morgan is a 1975 graduate_of Marshall County High
School and attends Murray State University. The wedding is planned for Friday, August 12, at eight p. m.
at the Union Ridge Baptist Church. Only out of town invitations
will be sent and all relatives and friends of the couple are invited to attend.

Schultz & Parker Vows
To Be Read Saturday
Plans have been completed
for the marriage uniting
-Selwyn Schultz and Craig
Parker.
The vows will be exchanged
at the First Baptist Church in
Murray on Saturday, July13,
at three p.m. The Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker will
at the
double ring ceremony and t!,.e
bride-elect will be given in
marriage by her fatherc. Fred
Schultz.
As her attendants, Miss
Schultz has chosen Mrs.
Shirley Sharp of Union City,
Tn.,to be her matron of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Leah Hart and Miss Stacy
Fulton, both of Murray, and
Miss Patricia Parker and
Miss Pam Parker, both of
Fort Smith, Ark. "

THE KINGSMEN

JERRY & THE
SINGING GOFFS

Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Willard T. Pace, 307 S. 11,
Murray, Mrs. M,ozelle Jones,
111 N. 9th, Murray, Miss Mary
L. Pace, 211 S. 11th, Murray,
Harry C. Berry, Rt. 1, Box 77,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Mary J.
McCuiston, Box 92, New
Concord, Hobert P. Adams,
Rt. 7, Box 171, Mayfield, Mrs.
Opal L. Taylor, Rt. 3, Box 416,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce G. Wyatt,
Rt. I, Kirksey, J. D. King
(expired), 209 Pine, Murray.

DR. HOOK

Milk fact

Kaintack Territory• Benton, Ky.42025
Saturday, July 30,Shows 3 & 8 PM
Adults $5.51 • Child $4.46
*Reserve $1.73 Extra
No Rainchecks• No Refunds

How is evaporated milk
prepared? Sixty per cent
of the water is removed
from fr esh milk. When
mixed with- an eqiial volume of water, its nutritive
value is about the same as
_ the milk from which it is
made.

. 500/
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Free
Gift Wrap
(Christmas
for you
early tyirds4

CCU/3i011, CO.

121 Bypass, Murray,Ky.

753-3111
..
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The only way to keep
your silver in good condition is to give it sterling
care. The care is simpleeither mactkine washing or
hot suds and rinses with an
occasional polishing. When
washed by hand, be sure to
dry thoroughly. All metals,
including stainless steel,
spot if left to drain dry. If
necessary, use a soft, welllathered brush to clean ornate silver. For an occasional shine-up, use a liquid
or cream polish made specifically for silver and follow directions.

sukt LANCASTER
MICHAEL YORK
BARBARA CARRERA

tRi

15)URRAT

r

The most
exciting
original
motion
picture
event
Shelled nuts will keep crisp
of all
_ "for months if transferred to a \time.
LPG]
jar with a snug-fitting closure
and refrigerated.

Murray Assembly No. 19 merman, Deidre Folsom,
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Susan
Cates,
Vickey
met Monday, July 18, at ten Weatherford, and Cindy
a.m. for a called meeting at Cosner, a guest from Denver,
the lodge hall on the Cold- Colorado, who was introduced
water Road.
and given' a special welcome.
Deana Seigler, worthy
Adults iiresent were Sybil
advisor, and Sybil Lasater, Lasater, Marilyn Weathermother advisor, presided.
ford, and Max Weatherford.
Members present were
The next meeting will be
Susan Cates, Tena George, held Tuesday, August 2, at
Vickey Weatherford, Deidre seven p.m.
Folsom, Greta s Timmerman
Rhonda Sledd, State Covey,"
and Lana Lasater. Adults Dieter's salad
present were Sybil Lasater
Add the popular pear
and Marilyn Weatherford.
and cottage cheese salad to
On Tuesday, fuly 19, at
your diet as a refreshingly
seven p.m. the regular
low-calorie lunch. For a
,meeting was held at the lodge
special touch, dip -ihe.
hall with Deana Seigler as
pear halves..in as
canned
worthy, advisor. and Sybil
orange-flavored drink mix
Lasater as" mother advisor.
powder and fold chopped
Members present were
Rhonda Sledd, Tena George, celery into the cottage
Deana Seigler, Lana Lasater, cheese. Serve with Melba
Susan . Estes, Greta Tim- toast and ho(tea.

Plus Even Bigger Savings!!

Hours 10-5

Sterling care

HoldMeetings At The New Lodge Hall

Ouly 18 through July 23)

IIE#pecia

3(440

Ushers will be David
Parker, Murray, William
Byrd, Nashville, Tn., Xelley
Kirkpatrick and Bill Henson,
both of Fort Smith, Arkansas.
Immediately following the
ceremony the bride-elect's
parents will entertain with a
reception in the church
fellowship hall. "
Mr. and Mrs. Schultz invite
all friends and relatives to
attend their daughter's
wedding and reception.

Murray Assernbly2?ainbouTFor Girls

We're Having A 3rti Anniversary
and
Too!!
Expanding
We're

and
much
more

Or. Thomas Parker will
attend his son as best man
with the groomsmen being
Ronnie Pearson of Atlanta,
Ga., Kenny Jones, Larry
Mendelsohn, and T. G.
Parker, Jr., all of Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

Miss Sue Windrum, August special gifts.
13th bride-elect of Tim
Refreshments of cake,
Thurmond, has been com- punch, nuts, and mints were
plimented with two lovely served at the table centered
prenuptial events.
with an arrangement of
A shower was held on June summer cut flowers in the
28 at 7:30 p. m. at the com- yellow color scheme.
munity room of the Murray
Seventy persons were
Federal Savings and Loan present or sent.gifts.
•
with Edna Moody, Patty
A luncheon was held on
Kennedy, Mary Dennis, and Tuesday, July 12, at the
Vicki Jones as hostesses. \ Holiday Inn for the honoree
For the event Miss Windrum N_and her mother, Mrs. Pattie
chose to wear a creme colored Windrum.
The hostesses were Barbara
pant suit and was presented
with a hostesses' gift corsage Simmons, Mary Alice Smith;
Maxa Read, and Urbena
of yellow carnations.
Games were played and the Koenen who presented the
honoree opened her many bride-elect with a steam iron
as a wedding gift.

Thanks To You!!

to

keV

Miss Sue Windrum Is
Feted At Two Events

wslintm

0
Storewidel0/°ff

The
Eye of the
Tiger

Sinbad and

and Daniel Ra.ve Morgan

MARTY ROBBINS

even --reti,-

Your Individual
Horoscope

Friday, July 22
Saturday, July 23
Century Singers from
Mr. and Mrs. William
Benton will present a program Lawrence will have a
at the Scotts Grove Baptist reception in celebration of
Church at 7:30 p. in.
their silver wedding anniversary from 6:30 to 8:30 p.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
their home in Kirksey.
have a work day from 9:30 a. m. at
relatives and friends inAll
,
.
m.to three p. m.and fun night
vited.
at six p. m. at the center.

Thursday, July 21
Kenlake State Park activities will include kiddie
walk at hotel porch at eleven
a.m., obstacle course walk on
front lawn at 1:30 p.m.,
macrame, part
I, at
recreation room at 2:30 p.m.,
air hockey -tournament at
.• hotel game room at 3:30 p.m.,
Kenlake games on hotel front
lawn at 4:30 p.m., slide
program on park at hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.,
and square dance at campground bath house at 8:30
p.m.

COOKING
IS FUN

Thru Wed.

8:20 Only I
r-4

Flavor saver

Wing Kong

_
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Smith-Brandon Vows heat

Miss Outland Married To
Mr. Blalock At Elm Grove

•

The sanctuary of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church was the
silting for the Jung wedding of
Miss Gail Lynn Outland to
Robert S. Blalock. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Outland and the
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Blalock, all of
Murray.
Officiating at the double
ring ceremony was the Rev. C.
C. Brasher who was assisted
by the Rev. Calvin Wilkins.
The altar was centered with
a brass arch entwined with
ivy. Baskets of rainbow
colored spring flowers were
set on each side of the arch,
and flanked by the spiral
candleabra. A
rainbow
colored bow marked each
family pew.
A program of nuptial Music
was presented by Miss Karen
Turner, with Miss Karen
Clark as soloist. Vocal
selections included
•'Evergreen,'' "Sunrise
Sunset," and "the Wedding
Song."
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
was radiantly lovely in a
formal gown of white silk
organza combined with
Venice lace, poised over
bridal silk taffeta. A Victorian
neckline was enhanced with
low motifs and brief capelet
sleeves were fashioned with
bias flounces,designed in tiers
and creating- back interest as
the flounces extended to the
back waistline.
Her bouffant skirt was
gracefully styled with a deep
ruffle rising from the hemline
to mid-knee,and flowing into a
chapel length train. Her
headdress,designed expressly
for her gown, was an antebellum picture hat of horsehair braid, richly accented
with re-embroidered lace
motifs. An elbow length veil of
imported illusion was caught
to her hat.
She carried a bridal bouquet
designed with three star balls
of fuji poms.
Miss Karen McCuiston was
the maid of honor.She wore an
orchid floor length dress
which tied at the waist_ The
scoop neck was complimented
by a sheer cape collar. She
carried two star balls identical to the bride's.
•
'Bridesmaids were Miss
Brenda Outland, cousin of the
bride, Miss Karen Alexander,
Miss Karen Clark, and Miss
Connie Stinson. Their dresses
were made identical to the
maid of honor with each
wearing a different-color. The
colors were pale pink, blue,

Miss Donna Ruth Smith

yellow, and green. They each
carried a star ball.
Mr. Blalock chose. Larry
Bolen as his best man.
Groomsmen were Brent Allen,
Richard Blalock and Don
Blalock, the latter two being
brothers of the groom, and
Terry Outland, brother of the
bride. All of the men in the
wedding party --wore white
tuxedoes with a pastel shirt to
match each dress of the
bridesmaids.
Mrs. Outland, mother of the
bride, was attired in a printed
floor length dress with a
corsage of a white orchid. The
Mrs.
mother,
groom's
Blalock, chose to wear a beigh
floor length dress and her
corsage was a mint green
orchid.
.
Presiding at the guest
register was Mrs. Iris Walker.
The table was adorned with a
small bouquet of rainbow
colored flowers.
Reception
The reception was held
following the ceremony at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of.the Peoples
Bank, Murray.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white linen
cloth and centered with
champayne bucket filled with
rainbow colored flowers. One
each side of the flowers was a

e ShoOcase
By•Pais

4

MURRAY.KE
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'
111
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silver candle holder and
candle. Diane McCuiston
served nuts, mints, wedding
sandwiches, ham
hors
d'oeuvres,and punch from the
buffet table.
The three tiered lighted
waterfall cake was adorned
with rainbow colored flowers,
topped with a bride and groom
statuette, and placed on a
circular table outlined with
greenery. Placed around the
bottom of the waterfall were
cake squares topped with
rainbow colored roses. Serving the cake were Cheryl
Bolen and Nancy Kursave.
The bridal party sat at a
table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with two
orchid candles and a large
champayne glass filled with
fresh flowers and topped with
a miniature bride and groom
statuette. Several tables were
set up for the guests and were
centered with floating candles.
Others assisting in the
serving were Clara Chaney,
Tina McKinney, Tammy
Outland,Sue Chaney, and Eva
Dell Henry.
The couple left for their
wedding trip to Daytona
Beach, Fla., with the bride
wearing a red jumpsuit and
her mother's orchid corsage.
They are now residing in
Murray.
Out of town guests attended
from Michigan, Maryland,
Tennessee, and from Henderson and Louisville.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Blalock, parents of the groom,
entertained with.Na rehearsal
dinner at the Triangle Inn.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants. -

Substitutes
Need flour for thickening,
then find you haven't any? Try
a substitute-for one tablespoon of flour use one-half
tablespoon cornstarch or two
teaspoons of quick-cooking
tapioca.

s—...—Xlt---0110==t1t=s
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SAMMONS'BAKERY
-Home of the best sandwich in townDelicious on our home-made buns

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Thomas Smith of Kerrey Route Eight
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Donna Ruth,to Randall Howard Brandon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. Howard Brandon of Murray Route
Four.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently attending Murray State University.
Mr. Brandon is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and is
employed by B dc B Brokers of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday,September 10,
at three p.m. at the Elm Grove Baptist Church with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins officiating. A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

1 599 T02494)
Select that favorite Suenfnel dress at a tontoslic
sayings during our summer clearance Save on aor
entire stock Of Ssorefeef styles Juno,. rn.SSy
Ofsd f101f sizes to choose from Save today'

DEAR ABBY: I am 30'years old and in love with a man
29. We are talking about getting married, but we disagree
on one important point lie wants children and I don't.
Since the death of my first husband, five years ago, I am
more convinced than ever that I do not want children
because they will infringe on my freedom. I don't want to
share my husband's time with anyone else._ The world's
problems—crime, violence, famine, disease, pollution and
the threat of overpopulation—are more than just a theory.
Besides, I'm afraid that I am so set in my ways now I will
not have the patience to raise a child properly.
I would appreciate your opinion.
NO CHILDREN

All Summer Styles!

Regular 19.00 to 42 00

• DRESSY
• CASUAL
• SPORTY

DEAR ABBY: You are in error when you say, We all
have roots in a foreign country 'unless we happen to be
American Indians, that "
May I point out that according to the anthropological
data available today, the American Indian is also a
foreigner, having migrated front Africa some 13,000 years
ago? Please reverse yourself in the interest of accuracy.
ANTHROWLOGY MAJOR
IlEAK
UK: Aw conic on. I would hesitate to label a
people "foreigners" knowing that their ancestors had been
here for some 13,000 years While technically they may not
be "natives," they could hardly quality for membership in
the "Newcomers Club;?

ALL SUMMER STYLES'

SWIMWEAR

PANTSUITS

Reg 15 00 to 42 00

Reg. 32.00 to 64.00

19" 2990

2299

TO

FAMOUS-NAME STYLES'

ALL SUMMER STYLES'

we ore pleased
to announce that

FOUNDATIONS

Long Dresses

Rita Smith

.Reg. 4.00 to 18.50

Reg 36 00 to 86 00

99' T.1399

JuDon's
Beauty
Botique

VAI
4tigg
Friends .Customers may toll

1 /2

NOW _ ,

ALL SUMMER STYLES,

Lingerie Sale

SPORTSWEAR

NOW

ve).

,

PRICE

YOUR FAVORITE STYLES'

Req 4 50 to 20 00

her for on op

753-7598
'

TO

OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

999 TO

is now
associated with

753-5434

Shoe Sale
99
799 1 5

DEAR NO: I agree. you shouldn't have children, but for
probably the most important reason of all. You don't really
want any.

pointmen t at
t If=h1101

Our Regular
28.00 to 46.00

DEAR HURT: Curiosity. Lust. An itch for variety. The
fear of missing something. Wanting to be "one of the
boys." Being too chicken to refuse when one of his pals
suggested it. Temporary insaryity. I don't know which of
the above applies to your husband, but Ill wager one of
them does-.

K===1.110

Chestnut Street, Murray

Attach ball-bearing casters to heavy planters for easy moving.

All Summer
Dresses

By Abigail Van Buren

1.

HANDY HINT:

Buy Now And Save More!

DEAR ABBY: My husband recently confessed to me
that he and some of his friends went to a massage parlor
after bowling one night
He swore he had never done anything.like that before
and he doesn't plan to do it-again. I forgave him, but I can't
help feeling betrayed.
Abby, he is the last man on earth I-would ever suspect of
doing such a thing. We have a very satisfying sex life, and
my husband has always been a very religious, churchgoing
man.
• What makes a happily married, religious man go to a
place like that?
HURT WIFE

.for afree sandwich and beverage.

•

Try planting portable wooden boxes for your porch, patio or
terrace. They can be moved easily from one location to another
and have great versatility. interesting effects can be had by
grouping boxes of ditlerent sizes and shapes. Combinations of
flowers and greens offer many opportunities-to create a garden
of textures, forms and colon. As the seasons change, plants can
be replaced and moved indoors and out. Wooden planters can
be bought or made and provide excellent growing conditions for
plants. In some instances, pots can be sunk into planting boxes
and peat moss added to maintain dampness. Oeats or holes in
the bottom will allow for good drainage and air drculation. EA periment and enjoy.
Feel confident buying your plants from SHIRLEY RORIST &
CARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street, 753-8944 as we wiN
give you all the instructions you need to keep them thriving,
Stop by soon and visit with us whie you browse around OW
lovely display room and greenhouse where you will also fond all
the popular cut flowers. Hours: Mon.-Sate-S.

summer ,
SAL S'7-

Why Did Bowler
Go for Massage?

Sign Your Lunch Ticket.
Drawing each day

-•••.*

by Jean McClure

SI
.'MIMS

De

JOIN OUR
FREE LUNCH BUNCH!

71a-ele

decorated in a bridal motif.
Twenty-five persons attended or sent gifts.

Here's a can opener casserole so easy that the junior
cooks in your family can fix it
for you. Have them open a
one-pound can of cream style
1
2-ounce can of
corn and a 10/
cream of celery soup. Next
comes a tablespoon of chili
sauce and a teaspoon of prepared mustard. A six-ounce
package of salami is cut into
thin slices and combined with
the other ingredients in a skillet. Everything is pre-cooked,
so the mixture needs simply
to be heated through.

For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $1 to Abigail Van BuT•en, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
124e1 envelope.

SAMMONS'BAKERY

Int Nudest oarl ottoung weight is
getttng started
taken
as Vected can gwe your own power
teat ertra pulse tt May need te start
*wog erector today
Begin wit% NS
tely tag*
You U eat less-lain tood tnI0 burned-up
energy melted of extra spear, aS you
tonow the Plan
Serene and ethectrve tee taw
NNW Net Plan we snide you to
lose pounds and tnctses without Offing
nervous-or Toney sacs Start IOSing
et.ght today end) few 111111111 arta
see IN itnerence in your meta'
Swats amp
Bet-Alt Shopping Onset
11a11Ordsre Paid

imam*

Miss Patsy Mathis Is
Honored With Shower

A quicky

Mr.and Mrs Robert S. Blalock

START LOSING
EIGHT TODAY
taw IUUIU

Miss Patsy Mathis, August
sixth bride-elect of Terry
Bethel, was honored with a
bridal shower held on Thursday, July 7, at the Second
Baptist Church, Greenville.
The hostesses were Sandy
Poe, Paula Bethel, and Doris
Jones, who presented the
honoree with a corsage of
peach and yellow silk flowers.
Games were played by the
guests and prizes awarded
were presented to the honoree.
After Miss Mathis opened
her beautiful and useful gifts,
refreshments of punch and
cake were served from a table

We are pleased to announce that Betty Jo
Ward, bride-elect of Ron
Sanders, has selected her
pottery from our complete bridal registry.
Betty and Ron will be
married September 17,
/477.

121

eieite
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PRICE!

•

Reg 6 00 to 38.00_
•
.

399 18"
TO
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Bluegrass C. E. Club
Hosts Coffee Break

9

4

BEST DRESSED Out of State trophy at the Bluegrass
State C B. Club Coffee Break went to members of the
West Tennessee Bony/eel/1 C. B. Club of Memphis, In.
They also woiCa trophy as the "tartherest traveled"dub.
NAMED AS Best Dressed In State and Largest in state
dub at the Bluegrass State C B. aub Coffee Break were
members of the Bremen Community C. B. Club of
Bremen.

CHOSEN AS King and Queen at the coffee break held by the Bluegrass State C. B.
Club in June at the Beshear Gym, Murray State, were Neal Alexander of the Bright
Lights C. B. Club, Memphis, Tn., right, with trophy, and Julie McGill of the Screaming
Eagles C. B. Club,last Prairie, Mo. Approximately one thousand persons attended the
event.

ACCEPTING THE trophy as the largest out of state dub
is a representative of the Northwest Tennessee Radio
Club of Paris, Tn., at the coffee break held by the
Bluegrass State C B. Club of Murray.
WINNER of the bicyde in children under 12 at the
Bluegrass State C. B. Club coffee break was "Cookie
Monster of Huntingdon, Tn. With her is Hal Nance.

ESSMTAL SEWS

I

July 14, 1977
Adults 190
Nursery 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Roberson
Girl
Baby
(mother Jan), Rt. 4, Murray,
Baby Boy Crouse (mother
Cindy), D-1 Coach Estates,
Murray, Baby Boy Grooms
(mother Betty), Box 154
Sedalia, Baby Girl Forth
(mother Jane), Rt. 2,
Gilbertsville.
DfSMISSALS
Mrs. Star L Paschall and
Baby Girl, Fox Meadows Tr.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Cheryl D.
Chapman and Baby Boy, 1307
Linwood, Mayfield, Mrs.
Cynthia J. Lawson and Baby
Boy, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Sandra B. Murdock, Box 124
Lynnville, Mrs. Estelle
Shelton, 1709 Calloway,
Murray, Miss Kathy T.
McKenney, 123 Riverside Dr.,
Hartford, Miss Mary J.
Grasty, 1520 Oxford Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Dotty L Bailey,
1636 Main, Murray, James K.
Morgan, 725 S? 4, Murray,
Mrs. Dorthy S. Haneline, Rt.
1, Murray, Mark Davis
Matlick, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Brenda J. Bucy, Rt.
5, Murray, Miss Barbara D.
Sins, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Latricia B. Cavett, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Trudy L. Maher,
Box 271, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Wanda S. Thorn, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Peggy J. McGuire,
Box 841 109 Dogwood Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Nell Maness, 717
Riley Murray, William F.
Fitts, 901 Fairlane, Murray,
Mrs. Minnie Carroll, 109 S. 10,
Murray,Roy E. Flalentine, Rt.
3 Box 280, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
P. Denning, Rt. 5, Murray,
Robbie Y. Brandon, _ Rt. 4,
Murray.

Tennis Pro Group To
Play Here On Friday

NEAL THOMPSON,"Mouse," of Murray accepts the mobile Robyn radio given as one
• of the grand prizes at the Bluegrass State C. B. Club Coffee Break. Edwina Bucy of
Murray won the D-104 microphone.
"FUNNY FACE," left, holds her trophy for being named
as best dressed child at the Bluegrass State C B. Club
Coffee Break. She is from the Screaming Eagles C B.
Club at East Prairie, Mo. On the right is Hawley Bucy and
standing is Hal Nance.

JOE SMITH, "Shagrnan," of the Bluegrass State C. B.
Club of Murray won the trophy for the largest ticket
sales at the coffee break held by the dub.

451 South Sixteeitt
Paducah, Ky.
Ph. 443-6432

Pairings for the Pro -Group
of the Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, July 22, at 9:30 a.
m. have been released as
follows:
Rainey Apperson, Brenda
Marquardt, Lois Keller, and
Mary Jane Jackson.
Patsy Oakley. Shirley
Homra,Corinne Stripling, and
Lyrui Houston.
Nancy Whitiner and Judy
Carroll.

HOURS: 9-5 Monday-Saturday
9-8:30 Friday

21 Sale
30% 70'.

MARGARET SHUNDON of Bremen holds the Base 40 channel Robyn radio she won
as the grand prize at the Bluegrass State C B. Club Coffee Break.
HOLDING his trophy is
"Bucket Mouth," Thomas
Jarvis of the Bremen Community C B. Club of Bremen
at the Bluegrass State C. B.
Club
coffee
break.

to
ODD & DISCONTINUED ITEMS

Olympic Plaza, Murray

Shop in the warehouse and save!

Our Entire Stock of Summer

25 50%0,F

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
NOW REDUCED

1/3 To1/2

OFF

The Regular Price

One
Month Free!

Extra Bonus Buy:

SUMMER DRESSES

$988
Originally 17.00-35.00

Open 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-5

in where
its cool - and get
your
Hot
Weather Bonus

Come

Join during the
month of July and
well give you an extra month FREE'

United
Figure
' Salon
Dixieland Center
Calf 753-688 f tor free
trial visit.

FREE DESIGN ASSISTANCE
FREE DELIVERY

'
to
Sofas, Chairs, Loveseats
Bedroom Groups
Dining Groups
Lamps 8, Accessories
Accent Pieces
Recliners
Patio Furniture
-•1 A
Light Fixtures

OF

25% OFF SOlfa Beds
USE MR IDE'S REVOLVING CHARGE
BANKAMERICARD / VISA
MASTER CHARGE

4.•
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EDITORIAL

Pets Locked In
Cars Could Die
How many times on hot summer days have you walked
through a shopping center
parking lot and have seen dogs
locked inside their owners' cars
for "safe keeping."
Usually the dog is barking
fiercely — not from anger —
but from discomfort and fear of
his imprisonment.
The buildup of heat inside a
car left parked in bright summer sunshine can kill a dog or
cat very quickly.
Even with the car windows
partly open, the temperature in
a car can reach as high as 150

ii I;entirgt. Hackett

degrees in a very short time,
the humane society says.
Also, your pet doesn't sweat
like you do. They cool themselves by panting. With only
overheated air to breathe, the
animal will soon die from heat
prostration. Those that survive
can suffer irreparable brain
damage.
The humane society says
shaded parking areas won't
eliminate the hazard. Neither
will air conditioned cars with
the motors turned off.
If you love your pet, leave it
home.

Kentucky Closeup

TheFirst Time
enderProgram
4

SHIVELY, Ky. AP) — After
downing three beers, the teenager
walked into a nearby department store,
slipped a package of T-shirts under his
coat and headed for the door.
Billy was apprehended by a security
guard and turned over to police.
Ordinarily, he would have been booked
for shoplifting and become another
faceless statistic in the juvenile court
system.
But Billy doesn't have a record
because he was picked up in Shively
and agreed to join The First Time
Offender Program."
His parents had to give their consent
as did the arresting officer, who based
his decision on Billy's attitude.
If the boy had been hostile or offered
resistance, he would have been shipped
off immediately to Jefferson County's
Diagnostic and Dentention Center,"
said Jack Abel, a member of the Police

Looking Back

. 10 Years Ago
Approximately 125 persons attended
the hearing last night at the Murray
City Hall on proposed one-way streets
for the city of Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Zona
Castleberry, age 79, 0. P. Sanders, age
86, and Toy Lassiter, age 57.
Loretta Lynn and her brother Jay
Webb, are photographed by Cody Jones
as they signed autographs after their
country music performance at the
Murray-Calloway. _.Cnunty Fair --last
night.
New officers of the Murray Rotary
Club are H. Glenn Doran, Donald
Tucker, Ralph A. Tesseneer, and Ben
Humphreys. Directors are Wilson
Gantt, Vernon Shown, and I. Wells
Purdom.
Births reported include a boy,
Andrew, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Henry
on July,17, and a boy, Robert Paul, to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr., on July
17.

20 Years Ago
The oil drilling crew on the Pearl
Cherry farm on Highway 121 North,
Coldwater Road, seeking hidden oil
fields found instead unexpected coarse
roack which has slowed the venture
almost to a standstill.
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson appeared
before the Murray City Council to
request aid in controlling traffic during
fires.
Pictured today is the student body of
Macedonia School in 1929. The picture
belong_s_to Mrs. Johnnie Simmons.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles of Murray will
be the evangelist of the'Fevival meeting
at the First Methodist Church,
Dresden, Tn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Outland of
Hazel announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Rebecca
Lynn, to Ronald M. Hampton,son of the
Rev. and Mrs. M. M. Hampton of Hazel.

30 Years Ago
Ralph Wear,scoutmaster of Troop 45,
and Scouts Tom Lamb,Pat Sykes, John
Paul Butterworth, and Charles Tolley
are now at Camp Kilmer, 'N. J., in
training to attend the Boy Scout World
Jamboree at Moisson, France.
Murray Mayor George Hart has
issued a proclamation proclaiming the
coming week as National Service Life
Insurance Week.
Deaths reported include Robert S.
Duck Jones, age 45, and Miss Earlene
Wright, age 36.
• Births reported include a boy, Ronald
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox
on July 19.
Bro. Henry Hargis preached at the
New Providence Church of Christ on
Sunday.

Auxiliary.
Abel launched the project in the
spring of 1972 and quotes figures to
show that it works.
"Of the 750 boys and girls we've run
through the course, only 25 have been
arrested a second tirne,"he said.
"There's nothing like this anywhere in
the nation."
Each youngster and his parents are
obligated to attend one meeting, where
Abel or an assistant lectures for two
how-s on the development of good
habits and stresses the importance of
self-discipline.
"The teen-ager is required to attend
church for four consecutive weeks,"
Abel continued. "He must sit in on one
session of the Shively City Council and a
meeting of Police Court.
"In addition, he has to write a 100word report on his reaction to the
program. Parents have to do the
same."
Abel admits the worst part of all is a
stipulation that the boy or girl send a
written apology to the offended person.
If there is none, the letter goes to the
youngster's parents, with a copy to the
police department.
"Some kids think this is a tough
assignment, but it beats a criminal
record," said Abel, who has no
professional training in social work or
law enforcement.
"I got interested in helping kids after
taking a lot of them to the detention
center, knowing full well they didn't
belong there," he explained.
Approximately 70 per cent of the
youngsters participating in the
other areas of
Jefferson County, and most are
accused of underage possession or
consumption of alcoholic beverages.
Abel said the "First Time Offender
Program" is a bargain. "It's operated
by volunteers like myself and costs the
city about 29 cents per teen-ager. That
money goes for printing costs."
There have been inquiries from other
communities, and Abel and the staff
are willing to go anywhere to talk about
what happens here when a young
person gets into trouble.
"Anytime you break the law, you
ought to pay the consequences," he
said. "But we believe that the first time
we see a teen-ager in police custody can
be the last time that happens to him."

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 21st, the
202nd day of 1977. There are 163 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
"On this date in 1954, France
surrendered North Vietnam to the
communists in an armistice agreement
signed at Geneva.
On this date —
In 1588, British forces under Sir
Francis Drake attacked the Spanish
Armada in the English Channel.
In' 1831, Leopold I was proclaimed
King of the Belgians after separation of
Belgium from Holland.
In 1861, the first major military
engagement in the Civil War took place
at Bull Run Creek in V irginic.
In 1873, Jesse James staged the first
train robbery, holding up the Rock
Island Express at Adair, Iowa and
escaping with three-thousand dollars_
In 1918, ni World War I, the Allies
retook Chateau-Thierry in France as
the Germans retreated.
In 1930, the U.S. Veterans
Administration was established.
Today's birthday: Violinist Isaac
Stern is 57 years old.
Thought for today: A man can never
be a true gentleman in manner until he
is a true gentleman at heart. — Charles
Dickens, English novelist,1812-1870.
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Harry Truman Library
GreatPlace To Visit
When they take vacations, my
affluent friends like J. D. Rayburn,
Jack Belote, John Farrell and Emma
Sue Hutson go to faraway places like
Germany,Spain, Hawaii and Russia.
With exception of a trip to Europe
once as a guest of the Army, it hasn't
been my good fortune to visit distant
lands like that, but we've seen our
share of these United States. We've had
some great trips; some right here in
our own Kentucky. There's a lot to see
and do within a day or two's drive of
Murray, and with gasoline, food and
motel prices the way they are today
that's about as far away as I can afford
to get.
A few weeks ago, however, we did
make a little swing out into the
midwest, a trip which took us through
Independence, Mo., where we spent the
better part of a morning at the Harry S.
Truman Library and Museuni. That
was the best 50 cents I've spent in many
a day.
Of the presidents of my lifetime,
Harry Truman is my favorite. I stood
one afternoon for three hours waiting
for him to arrive in St. Louis and to
catch a glimpse of him, but all I saw of
him was his right hand as he waved
from a seat deep in the rear of a big
fast-moving limousine.
President Truman, I know, liked an
occasional nip of bourbon, a game of
poker every now and then with the boys
and he used some rather salty language
at times, but he had more guts than any
of them. He was cne of the people, and
he never forgot it. To him, the
presidancy
was
greatest
the
responsibility in the world, and he
treated it as such. I really admired him.
I am confident, history will prove him
one of our greatest presidents.
+-t,la++
Just off the main lobby of the
museum is a replica of the Oval Office
in the White House in Washington.
furnished exactly as it was when Mr
Truman occupied it as the 33rd
President from 1945 until 1953, eight of
the most momentous years in our
history.
By pressing a button just inside the
doorway, you can hear Mr. Truman's
voice as he describes the room and
everything in It and on his big desk.
Before his death only a few years ago,
he would often come to the library and
museum from his big, white, twostoried frame house on Truman Road to
speak extemporaneously to groups who
happened to be in the place.
+++++
In another room is his famous
"Whistletop" campaign of 1948 when he
defeated Tom Dewey for the
presidency. A_huge_ mas_ on the _wall
outlines his travels and scores oF
pictures show him speaking to rural
America from the rear of his special
train. He traveled 31,739 miles and
made 355 spEeches on nine of those
"Whistletop" tows.
He made six stops in Kentucky on one

swing in August of '48, and five more on
another in October. The August swing
showed him speaking at Shelbyville,
Louisville, Irvington, Hawesville,
Owensboro and Henderson. The one in
October carried him through Olive Hill,
Morehead,
Mt.
Sterling
and
Winchester.
Of all the campaign posters, buttons
and paraphernalia displayed, • one
poster, in particular,8eatight my eye.
Pictured on it with Truman was Alben
:Barkley,
the
vice-presidential
candidate and Virgil Chapman, who
was running for the Senate from
Kentucky. But in big bold letters, also
proclaimed on it was the candidacy for
Congress of my good friend from
Mayfield, the late Noble J. Gregory.
Noble, a cashier in the bank at the time,
was the first man I ever caddied for on
a golf course, and was about as witty as
Bob Hope.
+++++
In another area are pictures of all of
our presidents and with each one is
something in his own handwriting. With
Lincoln's picture were a couple of notes
he had scribbled pardoning Union
Army deserters who were about to be
shot. With Franklin Roosevelt's was the
first draft of his declaration of war
speech before Congress after the
Japimese bombed Pearl Harbor Dec. 7,
1941. It would take you a couple of hours
to read them all. I wish I had had the
time.
+++++
Other exhibits include a 30-foot, scale
model of the battleship Missouri,
aboard which president Truman often
traveled and upon whose deck the
Japanese surrender document was
signed Sept. 2, 1945.
You can also see a piano that Mr.
'Truman used in the White House when
he'd sit down and play "The Missouri
Waltz." A 1950 Lincoln limousine which
he used while in the White House also is
all shined up and on display near the
model of the battleship, and off in one
corner is the little 1940 grey Chrysler
coupe which he drove until 1945 when he
was thrust into the presidency at
Roosevelt's death. His sister had it uny
1955 when some family friend rescued it
from the junk heap, had it
reconditioned and gave it to the
museum.
+++++
Mr. Truman's gravesite is a simple
one out in the spacious courtyard
behind the library, and space has been
provided beside him for Mrs. Truman.
Now almost 90, she was in a Kansas
City hospital when we were there,
recovering from a fall.
I could have stayed there all day, but,
Cathryn wmiinxioos to lilt the shops in
Hallmark's fabulous Crown Center
shopping plaza in Kansas City, and
Jeffrey was tugging us on toward the
tanks and bazookas at Fort Riley, Kan.
If you pass that way, stop and savor
the life of this great American. He was
one of us.
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e itor's
Notebook
By GENE Ma:UR:11E0N
Murray Ledger & Times Edit
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The Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) asked Wednesday that cigarette
packages should warn that smoking
cigarettes may kill you rather than
saying it is merely dangerous to your
health.
The commission asked Congress to
consider two statements that are
stronger than the present "Warning:
The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous
By Robert F. Stephens
to Your Health."
Attorney General
The two suggested statements are:
"Warning: Cigarette Smoking is
Dangerous to Health, and May Cause
Death from Cancer, Coronary Heart
Disease,
Chronic
Bronchitis,
Pulmonary Emphysema and Other
Diseases," or "Warning: Cigarette
Smoking is a Major Health Hazard and
Kentuckians on the road this summer
May Result in Your Death."
lists each repair to be made separately
should be wary of dishonest mechanics
We have no argument with the
and the cost involved. Make sure there
that perform improper car repairs. A
evidence presented that shows that
is a notation on the estimate that
Kentucky
motorist
advance approval must be made if
cigarette smoking does harm the
ly
vacationing in the South.expe
rericeenncted
additional work is necessary. Have the
human body.
steering difficulties, and stopped at the
But
we
wonder
estimate signed and keep a copy of the
when
the'
first mechanic's garage he spotted on
government's intervention in private
signed paper for yourself. •
the highway. The mechanic insisted on
citizen's lives and in the free enterprise
While the repairs are being
realigning the front end and replacing
system is going to come to a screeching
performed, it is a good idea to stay with
all of the ball joints for a cost of over
halt.
the car and observe the mechanic to
$100. Encountering further d1ff1culue5-- Mate-sure be is &Many-performing
If cigarettes are sucft a danger their
with the steering on his return tnp
sale should be banned entirely and
the repairs you requested. Ask for the
home, the motorist took his car to his
government subsidies to .the tobacco
old parts from your car in advance of
local repair shop and discovered that
industry a contradiction in itself with
repairs, and a list of the new parts that
the realignment had been done
one arm of our federal government
were used for the replacement.
improperly, and that the balljoknts had
promoting tobacco while another is
If upon returning home from your
been unnecessarily replaceay--)
telling us to stop smoking should be
vacation you are unsatisified with any
There is little that can beilone if you
stopped.
car repair work you have had done
have car repairs performed while
But, we all know the subsidies are not
while on the road, contact the service
vacationing away from home,and later
going to stop, and we don't necessarily
repair shop where the work was done
are dissatisfied with the repairs. A
and complain. If satisfaction is not met, think they should, because the tobacco
being in this 'predicament by ha'. .:•4
notify the national dealer, the national industry is an integral part of both the
your car serviced before you leave on
trade association, or the agency local and national economy.
di
t
ea de
vacation.
H
tave
.tha yucramechanic
ghi val
enthcoharo
We've strayed somewhat from the
nuicorloc
certifying the mechanic or the repair
iorcheck
point we were originally trying to make
shop. Call the Consumer Protection
replace worn parts and bald tires.
Office in the state where the repairs so we'll try to get back on the track.
However, if you find yourself lo
The point is, if we listen to everything
were made. If you still are dissatisified,
another state with car problems, thei-e
then contact the Kentucky Attorney coming out of Washington, then living
are several precautions you can take :a
General's Office; they may be able to must be dangerous to our health.
avoid dishonest repair shops. First,
help you contact the proper agency to . We've banned cyclamates,. tried to
check the reputation of thearepair shop
ban saccharin, and were told a few
seek a solution to your troubles.
with local citizens, if possible. Ask if the
For further information on car years ago that cranberries could cause
garage is affiliated with the riati(T.,1
repairs, contact the Office of the cancer due to radioactive fallout, just to
Consumer mention a few.
trade association or a nal], i
General,
Attorney
dealership. Check to see if tt'e
Even too moth exposure to the sun is
Protection Division, Frankfort,
mechanic who is working on your car
Kentucky 40601. The office has found supposed to ciuse skin cancer.
certified by auto manufacturers, oil
Wendell Givens, managing edifbr of
that it can most effectively deal with
companies or related indusiry
written complaints, and encourages the Mayfield Messenger, made a
organizations, or the state.
you to write to us. However, if you have tongue-incheek point in a recent
Next, beforeauthorizing any work to
an emergency situation, call the column with which we tend to agree.
be
et —
In substance, what he said was. The
estimate
Consumer Hotline at 1-800-372-2960.

Consumer Comment

Car Repair Care
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government should ban taxes since it•is
obvious that practically eVerydrie Who
develops-cancer paystaxes. Thereftir,-he concluded, paying taxes could be the
underlying cause of cancer.
0+0
A fertilizer war is raging in Portland,
Ore., with the fertiliter being provided
by everything from elephants to bats,
the Associated Press reports.
First came ZooDoo, a fertilizer sold
as a fund-raising venture by the
Washington Park Zoo. ZooDoo is what
zookeepers shovel out of elephant
cages.
Now the Oregon Museum of Science
and Industry is selling OMSI-POO.
Museum director Loren McKinley
describes the product as "a selected
blend of rare rodent refuse, carefully
compounded
by
conscientious
conservationists." "Rare rodent
refuse" translates Co droppings from
the mice, rabbits and bats that the
museum uses for research.
In an obvious swipe at the
competition, McKinley adds that OMSIPoo "is guaranteed to keep elephants
out of your shrubbery."

Bible-Thought
Jesus Christ the same ye.teni.iy,
and today, and forever. Ilehrev.s•
13:8.
Amid life's L flanges, our t ro,t
hor
God is a firm
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Major League
Standings

Standing On
The Firing Line

By The Associated Press
14ATIONAL LEAGtfE
East
By Mike Brandon
Pet....GB
Spurts Edttor
53 35 .602 Chicago
52 38 .578 2
Phila
50 42 .543 5
Pitts
47 45 .511 8
S Louis
2
/
Montreal 42 47 .472 111
37 54 .407 1742
N'York
West
recruits. Ted Flick, a 6-8 forward from Daytona Beach, has
Fred Overton made the comment the other day that the
596. 33 .641
Los Ang
indicated he will not show up in Clarksville next month and
basketball coaches in the Ohio Valley Conference were
2
1
48 41 .539 9/
Cinci
instead, will attend the University of Pennsylvania.
going to stop trying to pick the order of finish when they all
2
/
43 50 .462 161
Houston
Flick was described as being "nervous over the coaching
get together in the pre-season meeting.
43 51 .457 17
S Fren
Okay Fred. That's understandable. No coach wants to change."
40 55 .421 201
2
/
S Diego
In addition, The Peay has also lost 6-10 sophomore-to-be
have that much pressure heaved upon his back. But...
in
championship
the
took
2
/
34 57 .374 241
Atlanta
PONY LEAGUE CHAMPS-The Mats, who finished with a 12.3 record,
the
of
two
but
all
Eddie Horton and 6-2 guard Jimmy Blanford.
After a 17-win season last year and with
Jim Calvin, Tim
Wednesday's Games
the Pony League. Members of the team are from left to right, top row, Coach
Horton came to The Peay because his former prep coach,
stand a good
it
might
would
back,
appear
MSU
players
top
Hooper. Front
No games scheduled
Link, was graduate assistant under Kelly. Link was not
McAlister, Mike Gough, Rich Rollins, Kim Wilson, Donnie Thompson and Coach Jim
top
Ron
the
teams.
ranked
among
of
chance being
Hooper, Chris
Thursday's Games
rehired by Thompson, thus Horton either said goodbye or
row, David Cooper, Jerry Spann, Dan Key, Darwin Bumphis, Kevin Calvin, Darren
Of course, you'd have to go along with Middle Tennessee
Atlanta (Niekro 9-11 ) at Chiwas shown the way to the door by Thompson after the 6-10
and Austin Peay as the co-favorites. Or would you?
Grasty and Shone Phillips.
cago (Bonham 9-9)
center expressed disagreement over the Link situation.
With the coaching change at Austin Peay, another story
Cincinnati (Norman 9-5) at
Blanford has a bit different situation. He's leaving on his
has been thrown in.
_Pittsburgh (Reuss 4-10),(n)
own free will with no hard feelings. He'll be going to VolunOne of the top players at The Peay has indicated he will
Houston (Richard 9-6) at St.
&aa-st.aa in Gallatin, Tn. The new head coach at Volunteer
return to Cliirksi,tlie. No, ddb't
Louis ( Forsch 11-4),(n)
State is former Governor great Howard Jackson, whose
hair yet or _dump your pipe tobilcco into
New York (Zachry 4-10) at
Otis Howard will be back and that's bad news for seven - brilliant career was cut short when his life nearly ended in a
San Diego(Freisleben 2-5), 01)
tragic fall while working on a construction job.
teams in the OVC.
Montreal (Rogers 9-7) at Los
Austin Peay is now down to an 11-man roster.
But the bad news for The Peay is that 6-7 forward Calvin
Angeles Hooton 8-3),(n)
new assistant coach Peter Dees, hired by
However,
to
he
so
at
or
will
has
indicated
least,
not return,
Garrett
Philadelphia (Lonborg 3-3)at
bring along a new player or two out of
may
Canadian
Thompson,
Royal
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sponsoring
young
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Friday's Games
The Peay will return starters Otis Howard, Dennis Pagan
course in suburban Toronto.
per game and Murray fans will remember his performance
OAKVILLE, Ont. (AP) - problems occurred.
Chicago
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to
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Sports
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Nicklaus,
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he
Series,"
World
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neck injury.
nucleus for a good club is still there, though the nucleus for
victories this year and second- Houston at St. Louis,(n)
Murray 99-88. Garrett scored 21 points and had nine reboun"I'm sick of hearing about And, as the defending
an OVC winner may not be.
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contest.
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the
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he
titleholder,
it," Pate said. "The problem
Montreal at Los Angeles,(n)
One more note of interest from Austin Peay:
Garrett has indicated he would like to go with his former
favorites in the field of 156 starts.
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named head coach.
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two-time winner this year,
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the release, it means Garrett will have to pay his own way
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N York
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more
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a
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Thompson has met with Garrett but the situation is
41 50 .451 111
seeded Guillermo Vilas of Detroit
"Look, I had the best record
Larry
19
defeated
as "touch and gb" by APSU sports informatiori
.370
58
described
Argentina
34
Toronto
as a rookie in a long time. I
director Doug Vance.
Gottfried 6-2, 6-4 to move on to
West
won .the first tournament of
There are other problems too.
the second round of the ninth Chicago
54 36 .600
the year this year.
Since Kelly departed, Austin Peay has lost one of its top
annual Washington Star K.C.
51, 38 .573 2L.2
"I'm only 23.
Tennis Tournament.
50 42 .543 5
Minn
-Does that sound like I'm
46 44 .511 8
Texas
over the hill?"
42 46 .477 11
Calif
however,
The fact remains,
39 51 .433 15
Oakland
that he has earned only $5,144
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)41 54 .432. _1544
-Seattle
since his victory in the Seven seeded players and
Wednesday's Games
Phoenix Open that kicked off unseeded giant killer Lloyd
No games scheduled
Bourne of Pasadena, Calif.,
the lucrative 1977 golf tour.
All The
Thursday's Games
Pate, who scored his first rode a wave of upsets into
Milwaukee (Slaton 6-8 and
pro victory in the U.S. Open today's quarterfinals of the
Augustine 10-10) at New York
last year, capped his rookie National Junior Clay Court
Junior Girls Softball play (Hunter 5-3 and Figueroa 9-7,
season with the title in this Tennis Championships here.
white beans, cole slaw, french fries & hushevening saw the 2, (t-n)
Wednesday
at
championshiR,
sophomore
national
Bourne, a
you can eat. Plus FREE Homemade
puppies
Cleveland (Garland 7-9 and
University, Reds winning over the Purple
compiling probably the finest Stanford
Cream
Ice
Jets
the
Bibby 8-7) at Boston (Tiant 5-7
first-year record since Jack completed a day of shockers Flash 12-5 and
14-13. and Stanley 6-4), 2,(d-n)
Nicklaus in 1962.
when he dumped second- squeaking by the Aces
Kansas City (Splittorff 7-5)at
His Phoenix triumph proved seeded Blaine Willenborg of 'Pitching for the Reds was
Jenny Lovins with two walks Detroit (Rozema 8-41,(n)
Miami Shores, Fla.,6-2,64.
ONLY
California (Ryan 13-8) at
Earlier, top-seeded Andy and two strikeouts. Lovins
NEWARK, N.J.(AP)-The basketball arena is built at the
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n)
(
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9-6
Complex
Minnesota(Goltz
Sports
N.Y.,
Meadowlands
Kohlberg of Larchmont,
New York Nets and the New
Oakland ( Medich 5-4) at
was victimized by 14th-seeded with three hits, including a
York Knicks of the National in East Rutherford, N.J.
The Knicks say their
Marty Davis of San Jose, homerun. Also getting three Seattle (Abbott 4-7 or Pole 6-5),
Basketball Association will
Calif., 6-4, 7-6, and third hits were Donna Rousse and ( n ) •
settle their territorial dispute agreement with the Nets
Only'games scheduled
seeded Tommy Cain of Kim Thorpe. Tharpe and
!in a New York court, not in clearly gives them control of
Friday's Games
Richmond, Va., fell to 13th- Tonya Alexander were also
New Jersey as the Nets New Jersey and prohibits the
seeded Andy Chase of credited with homeruns. Chicago at Toronto,(n)
wanted, a federal judge in Nets from moving there
Leading the hitting for the Texas at Baltimore,(n)
Cumberland, R.I.
without their permission.
Newark has ruled.
The Nets are contesting
Cleveland at Boston,(n)
In today's action, Bourne Flash were Teresa Dick with
U.S. District Court Judge H.
was matched against ninth- three hits and Tonya Wallace Kansas City at Detroit,(ni
agreed that position on a number of
Meanor
Curtis
753-1632
Court Square
including—a
Milwaukee at New York,In
seeded Chuck Hodgin of with a homerun. Flash pitcher
Wednesday to move the suit-to grounds;
violates
it
that
a -3-6, 8-2; 7-6 Beth Taylor had-one strikeout—raliforniaillaiiinesota,In i
contention
Sumter,
New
of
the Southern District
In the second game, the 'Jets Oakland at Seattle,(n)
winner over Jay Lapides of
York after several days of federal antitrust laws.
the
came from behind in
Princeton, N.J.
legal wrangling before Judge
Davis was paired with 10th- bottom of the fifth to score
Vincent Biunno.
seeded Tal Henry of Charlotte, three runs, and then hold the
Biunno, who ordered the
N.C., a 6 3, 6-4 winner over Aces scoreless in the sixth.
Knicks not to initiate court
sixth-seeded John Benson of Leading the Jets hitting were
action in New York or
Calif., while Chase Cheryl Rose with four hits and
Inglewood,
anywhere else, withdrew from
All the features linemen
was to meet seventh-seeded Belinda Bumphis with three
need: -AAA" quality
the case Tuesday, turning it
leather, inch- wide steel
John Corse of Atlanta, who hits, including a homerun.
over to Meanor.
shank, oil-proof sole and
Jets pitcher Ladonna Jones
defeated India's Ramesh
The Knicks, however,
heel. And solid comiorttoo I
had three walks and a
Krishnan 6-4,6-1.
NEW YORK (API - The ignored the order and filed a
pitcher Muhammad
Ace
In today's other quarterfinal strikeout.
Ali-Earnie claim with U.S. District Court
Am.
Total Of
Month.
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Actually, that's jost a middle-size loan for
match, fifth-seeded Mel Jeanette Cooper had three Shavers heavyweight title Judge Robert L. Carter in
I
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Payment.
Payment
Financed
less.
for
some
make
We
days.
these
us
Leading the Aces' fight that had been faced with
strikeouts.
Ky.,
Murray,
of
Purcell
to
New York last week seeking
WING
And a lot for a lot more.
$1,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,612.16 17.80%
tackled fourth-seeded Jeff hitting were Sue Nall, Dee Dee legal technicalities the past uphold an indemnification
So we're not a "small-loan" company,
Rogers, Laura Morgan, Carol few months has taken a step agreement between the teams
Robbins of Salt Lake City.
$3,600 $ 90.41 60 $ 6,424.60 18.80%
but a large loan center. And a good one.
Purcell advanced with a 6-2; Garner and Connie Spann with toward becoming a reality.
under which the Nets agreed
6-3 win over unseeded Pender three hits each. Jane Ann
was
announced to give the Knicks territorial
It
$5,500 $124.41 60 k 7,464.60 12.74%
Homeowner ban& too.
Murphy of Charlotte, N.C., Barrow had a homerun.
Wednesday that All would rights in New Jersey and $4
Western Store
large
really
after
you're
When
game
The championship
while Robbins defeated
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
733-1/MS
defend his championship million.
,-,..a_.
amounts, the equity in your home is a
OW",
Oh.* P1.1.•
unseeded Scott Lipton of San between the Jets and the Reds against the fifth-ranked,,
Annual Percentage Rate
The agreement was part of a
KY-1
equity
that
valuable asset You can use
will be played tonight at 6 p.m. challenger in a scheduled 15.: deal permitting the Nets to
Jose, Calif., 4-6,6-2,6-3.
to back very sizable loans from us. And
round bout Sept. 29 at Madison join the NBA when the
that's nice to know.
Basketball
Square Garden, to be shown American
Next time you want money, whatever
Association folded after the
on home television by NBC.
the reason,,think of us. If you're more comIn Bel-Air Center, Murray
Shavers, who has a 54-5-1 1975-76 season.
fortable feeling you can depend on us for
Phone: 753-5573
Carter presided over all the
record with 52 knockouts, had
small loans, we really_doni_mind. Because
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
signed- May 16 via telegram to' court cases mvoiving
can.
you
r
!*
*
fight All at the Garden for an merger of the leagues. The
But remember, we mostly think big.
estimated $200,000. He later judge said last week he
r
;n
s
WT
oF,,,
C
signed with Top Rank Inc.,for believed he had jurisdiction
;Wye got your loan
$300,000 for the same bout.
and Meanor would send him
11114 up to lama
Subsequent litigation in New the case.
This Week Win
York Federal court ensued.
Nets owner Roy Boe wants
In a recent decision, Justice his team to play in the new
Robert' Owen ruled that the Rutgers University Athletic
Garden had a legal contract Center in Piscataway, N.J.,
by virtue of the telegram. next season and until a
However, at the same time,
the Garden agreed to increase
Lions Make Trade
Shavers' purse by $100,000,
Mich. (AP) PONTIAC,
Garden spokesniart John
F.X. Condon said Wednesday, The Detroit Lions have traded
Oiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
"At the moment we are clear veteran right guard Bob
Have you had your
of law suits and we can see Kowalkowski to the Cleveland
card punched
legal daylight for the first Browns for an undisclosed
in many months. It's draft choice.
time
this week??
Kowalkowski, 33, started all
been a long, hard road getting
this fight signed. It's been a lot 14 games in each of the last
of blood, sweat and tears, but five seasons with the Lions. He
is an 11-year veteran of the we finally got it."
Bob Arum, chairman of Top National Football League.
Coach Tommy Hudipeth
Rank Inc. doesn't agree. •
S. 12th Street
"As far as we're concerned, said Wednesday the trade was Murray
nothing is set. The matter will necessary because the Lions
be settled in New York State were going to stick with their
%NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
younger linemen.
Supreme Court," Alum said.

Basketball Problems At Austin Peay

Pate Tired Of Being Bugged
About Neck And Back Injuries

Purcell Wins,
Top Seed Out
At Claycourts

Special

Ports

Title Game
For Softball
Set Tonight

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Knicks Get Wish,Case
To Go To New York Court

LINEMAN'S
BOOT

Ali-Shavers
Bout Set For
September 29

VERNON'S

n Our Cash Pot

DOLLAR

2,900.00

MEM 0111E1E1
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Friday, Aug. 22nd
from 10:30 a.m.tit 8 p.m.

Catfish

'259
Rudy's
Restaurant

Maybe you don't
make a$3,000loan every day
• but we do.

-•

SA..
.54..
-74
.
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Assault Charges Against
Jackson Won't Be Filed
NEW YORK (AP) Detectives who investigated
an incident involving Reggie
Jackson have decided not to
file assault charges, but the
New York Yankee outfielder
still is not in the clear.
claims
13-year-old
A
Jackson chased him and
stomped on his wrist in the
players' parking lot following
the All-Star Game Tuesday
night. The youth's mother
says she is seeking legal
before deciding
advice
whether to file a summons
against Jackson.
'For someone to say I
kicked him is asinine,"
reporters
told
Jackson
Wednesday. "I never reached
him. The kid fell down. As he
did, Scotty (George Scott of
the Boston Red Soil reached
me, put his hand on me, and
said: 'Let's go back to the

car."
Chris Howe, a high school
freshman, says Jackson
mistakenly thought he had
made an abusive remark."He
started running after me," the
New York City youth said. "I
tripped and he stomped on my
hand. I said, 'Reggie, I said
nothing to you."
Jackson had been standing
near his car signing
autographs for 15 or 20
minutes when some of the.
youngsters around him
apparently became abusive.
"They began saying things
about me and my family and
my girlfriend," Jackson said.
I didn't mind taking it for
myself, but when they involve
my family afnd my girlfriend,
that was enough. Then when
this kid made that remark
about my mother, I couldn't
take it."

Murray Pony Leaguers
Select All-Star Teams
r "*

TIGER CHEERLEADERS IN CAMP-The Murray High School varsity cheerleaders have been attending camp this week at the University of Mississippi. They are left to right, tris row, Amanda
Holt and Laurie Crass. Third row, Jenny Francis and Becky West. Second row, Mary Smock and
DeAnn Thornton. Front row, Julie Billington and Jill Austin.
(Photo by DeM

Dodgers Happy, Loose
And Quite Confident

2

Alston, he imposed .only two
precepts.
"I told every °laver that he
somebody. I made every guy
believe in himself," he said.
"then I instilled a spirit of
togetherness. That's the
Important thing about this
team-togetherness.
Important thing about this
team-togetherness.
'I told them if you take 25
players pulling on a rope, they
"I can't hit for this team, I can drag off any team in the
can't pitch and I can't field. league. But if you have 13
They do it all themselves. I am going one way and 12 pulling
just like a father sitting at the the other, you go nowhere!' "
The formula has put the
head of a large table. This is a
team that is like a big, happy Dodgers 942 games ahead of
family."
the champion Cincinnati
The swarthy native of Reds.
Norristown, Pa., said that
"Reggie Smith kicked
when he inherited the club around quite a bit, never
from the highly respected realizing what a fine talent he
is," the Dodgers' skipper said.
"Now he knows. Everybody
Days
10
Out
Sutter
thought I was out of my mind
CHICAGO , ( AP) - Bruce when I told Steve Garvey to
Sutter, the Chicago Cubs' start swinging for the fences.
relief ace who leads the They said it was like changing
National League with 25 God. Garvey has become a
saves, may be sidelined for 10 home run hitter."
days because of a back injury.
A club spokesman said
Thieves Strike
Sutter, who missed Tuesday
night's All-Star game because
NEW ORLEANS (AP) of the injury, was examined
Wednesday by team physician While the New Orleans
Dr. Jacob Sulcer. The injury Pelicans were on the road,
a thieves apparently were at
as
diagnosed
was
hemorrhaged muscle in the home, helping themselves to
right-hander's back, the the American Association
team's equipment.
spokesman said.
The minor league club found
Although the injury is
painful when Sutter lifts his that 60 of its baseball bats, 240
pitching arm, Sukor said the pairs of socks and six dozen
injury does not involve balls had been stolen from its
shoulder muscles used in clubhouse at the Louisiana
JULY 1-*Err.5
pitching. Sutter was advised, Superdome sometime during
9 RACESthn.DAILY!
however, not to throw until the a month-long road trip which
Sal
Mon
41 en Tnno•...11.pes,
w
injury can be reexamined, ended July 18.
Police said the value of the
£,..,*.,.IN 11
probably next Monday, the
Handersen .1•
stolen equipment was $834.
POST TIME 2PM
spokesman said.
Exactly when the - theft
•,. COF.0.0•On. C.0 Mown.
Sutter has compiled a 5-1
NEW NOTATING POOL 804140
record with an earned run occurred is not known. The
Can toe Itosernsnons 425 1446
average of 1.11 for the Cubs, Pels, in last place in the
who lead the NL East by two American Association with a
games over the Philadelphia 40-56 record, were on the road
from June 21 to July 18.
Phillies.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Now that the All-Star Game
is pleasant history, baseball
can settle down to the more
significant job of contesting
the second half of the season,
with one question paramount:
Who is going to head off Tom
Lasorda's loose, supremely
confident and rampaging Los
Angeles Dodgers?
The Cubs and White Sox,
with their fragile two-game
divisional leads, conceivably
• could falter in their bids for an
unbelievable Chicago World
Series. The Baltimore Orioles
still face a scramble with the
talent-rich but internally
troubled Yankees and the
free-swinging Red Sox in the
American League East.
But the doughty Dodgers,
they look long gone.
In a tempestuous year of
free agent wheeling and
dealing, bickering among the
millionaires,
instant
defections of superstars and
general state of unrest,
Manager Lasorda has hit upon
a rare chemistry with the
Dodgers.
The jovial, loquacious
Iasorda, who succeeded the
dour and professorial Walter

Alston, insists he is no
Houchni. He hasn't done it with
mirrors. He never saw the
Indian rope trick.
am just the luckiest man
in the world," he said during a
break in his coaching duties
with the National Leaguers in
the All-Star Game. "I'm a_
first year manager,a heat-up
third-string pitcher and son of
an Italian immigrant.

:•..
0%
0%
4%
8%

.1

The All-Star teams for the Murray Pony League have been
named.
This year's tournament will be held at Paducah and will
open with both Murray teams playing Mayfield Monday
night.
In the first game at 6 p.m., Murray Team Number One will
play Mayfield Two. In the second-contest, Mayfield One
meets Murray Two.
Losers will play in Tuesday's first game while the other
game Tuesday will pit Paducah against the winner of the
game Monday.
Should Murray Team Qne win their opening game Monday,
they would automatically be in the semifinals and play Wed- nesday.
The tourney will conclude with the championship game on
Friday.
Wayne Davis will coach Murray Team One. Members of
the team are Kim Wilson, Tim McAlister, Darwin Bumphis,
Eddie Requarth, Gary Starks, Scott Hill, Don Hargrove,
James Bynum, Tony Herndon, Robert Santagado, Charlie
Santagado, Robin Roberts, Eddie Rhodes, Marty McCuiston
and Bruce Taylor.
Pete Phelan will coach Murray Team Two. Members of
that team are Kevin Calvin, Rich Rollins, Kirk Starks,
Walter Payne, Mark Denham, Kelly Roers, Jamie Morganti,
Gary Sims, David Story, Todd Bradshaw, Bob Frye, Eric
LOViI1S, Mark Smith, Kim Kendall and Tim Foster.

RACES

DixieCream Donuts
Let Us Serve Breakfast
Glared
Raspberrt
Sirawberry
Chew,

Summer Sunday
Breakfast Special
We

will

deliver

fresh

to

your

door

Custard

a

minimum of one dozen donuts

All Donuts Delivered
3 Hours Fresh
between 7 8 9 A M Sunday Morning

Please place order by 5 p. m. Saturday
evenings. Retail Store open Mon thru Sot 6 o m
6p m

•

$1.40

$1.75 dsL
$1.15...
$1.15

Cream Filled
$1.75 dot.
(inn Buns
S1.80
Apple lacks
$1.110 doz.
Delivery Prices
Please Pay When Del,vered

753-6034
or buy of regular

pries o.

1006 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
Murray General Area

•

sports
Mii'rray

Ledger & Times

Major League Leaders
By The Associated Press
HITS-Carew, Min, 135;
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Rice, Bsn, 113; Bannister, Chi,
BATTING (200 at bats - 110; Bostock, Min, 110;
.332; LeFlore, Det, 107; Bailor, Tor,
Chi,
JeMorales,
Simmons, StL, .332; Griffey, 107.
CM, .331; Luzinski, Phi, .331;
DOUBLES-ReJackson,
Parker, Pgh,.330.
NY,28; McRae, KC,28; Hisle,
RUNS-Morgan, Cin, 74; Min, 23; Lemon, Chi, 22;
Winfield, SD, 74; Griffey, CM, Yount, Mil,21.
70; GFoster. CM, 69; Smith,
TRIPLF-S-Carew, Mm, 14;
LA,67.
Rice, Bsn, 10; Randolph, NY,
BATTED
RUNS
7; Cowens, KC, 7; Bostock,
IN-GFoster, CM,90; Garvey, Min,7.
LA,80; Cey, LA,76; Luzinski,
HOME RUNS-GScott, Bsn,
Phi,71; Winfield,SD,70.
25; Rice, Bsn, 23; Hisle, Min,
HITS-Parker, Pgh, 124 21; Nettles, NY, 20; Zisk, Chi,
Winfield, SD, 114; Tmpleton. 19.
StL, 113; Griffey, CM, 113;
STOLEN BASES-Patek,
Rose, CM,112.
KC, 29; Remy, Cal, 28; Page,
DOUBLES-Cromrtie, Mtl. Oak, 24; Bonds, Cal, 21;
29; Parker, Pgh, 29; Reitz, Rivers, NY,18.
StL, 26; Rose, Cin, 24:
(8
PITCHING
JeMorales, Chi, 23.
Decisions i-To-Johnson, Min,
TRIPLES-Trnpleton, StL. 10-3, .769, 2.92; Ftra vec, Chi, 68; Mumphry, StL, 7; Brock, 2, .750, 4.57; Hassler, KC, 6-2,
StL, 6; Almon, SD, 6: .750, 3.73; Gullett, .NY, 8-3,
Winfield,SD,6.
.727, 4.08; Lyle, NY, 7-3, .700,
HOME RUNS-GFoster. 1.49; Grirnsley, Bal, 9-4, .692,
Cin, 29; Schmidt, Phi, 26: 3.57; Barrios, Chi, 9-4, .692.
Burroughs, Atl, 22; Garvey. 3.65; Tanana, Cal, 12-6, .667,
LA, 22; Luzinski, Phi, 21: 2.15.
Winfield,SD,21.
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, Cal,
STOLEN BASES-Taveras. 234; Tanana, Cal, 152;
Pgh, 32; Cabe], Htn, -2t7- -rebriard, KC, 132; Eckersley,
GRichards, SD, 29; Morgan. Cle, 119; Palmer, Bal,113.
Cin, 28; Cedeno, Htn, 28
JCruz,Htn,28.
PITCHING (8 Decisions )GENERAL
Rau, LA, 11-1, .917, 3.93:
BUCHAREST, Romania --Tekulve, Pgh, 7-1, .875, 3.12. American men sprinters
RReuschel, Chi, 12-3, .800. swept the 100-meter dash and
2.43; Denny, StL, 7-2, .778. U.S. swimmers grabbed six
3.61; Candlria, Pgh, 10-3, .769. more gold medals at the World
2.71; Carlton, Phi, 13-4, .765, Games for the deaf.
3.13; Atkinson, Mtl, 6-2, .750
4.00; Lerch, Phi,6-2,.750, 5.14
TEL AVIV - Willy Sims
STRIKEOUTS-PNiekro, scored two free throws in the
Atl, 136; Koos- man, NY, 122: final three seconds to lead the
Richard, Htn, 118; Rogers. United States to a 92-91
Mtl, 117; Seaver Cin,113.
basketball victory over Israel
that gave the Americans the
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (200 at bats I- gold medal in the Maccabiah
Carew, Min, .394; Bailor, Tor. Games. The United States won
.332; Rostock, Min, .331. 33 gold medals in the games,
Singleton, Bal, .3.31; Dade. by far, the largest number.
Cle,.326.
SOCCER
RUNS-Carew, MM, 70, .
Fisk, Bsn, 64: Rostock,.Min. NEW YORK - The North
62;' GScott, Bsn, 60; Bonds. American Soccer League set a
season attendance record with
Cal,60; Hisle, Min,60.
three
weeks to go in the
RUNS BATTED IN-Hisle,,
Min, 82: Munson, NY, 68: season. NASL genes had
Thompson, Dot, 65; Hobson. drawn 2,565,153 (hroulth
Bsn,64; Zisk, Chi,63. ' * Sunday July 17.,
•"'"

•
•

• ..

ATTENDING CAMP-The Murray High junior varsity cheerleaders have been attending a camp
this week at the University of Mississippi. They are from left to right, top row, Debbie Geurin,
Martha Pitman end Debi *miry. Middle row, Michelle McGehee and Kathy Outland. Front row,
Brown.
Stacy Fulton, Dana fingliels end Tracey
_.

Chisox, Orioles Hope
To Remain Surprises
Al. West and in the East,
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
where the Orioles led the
AP Sports Writer .
NEW YORK (AP) - The Boston fted Sox by one-half
and_liiime _and the New York
Baltimore_
White
Sox, Yankees by three games.
Chicago
"Whoever gets the pitching
overlooked in preseason
pennant predictions, will will won," said Lemon, a.Hall
attempt to keep fooling the of Fame pitcher.
"No one in the West has had
experts when the American
races outstanding pitching," added
League
division
resumed today.
"I don't see anybody
running off and hiding in
either division," said Chicago
Manager Bob Lemon whose
White Sox led the defending
champion Kansas City Royals
by 2L2 games in the AL West,
with the Minnesota Twins fiye
games behind,
Third baseman George
Brett of the Royals, for one,
doesn't think the White Sox
can hold on.
''I'd have to say we're
favored even though we're 2L2
games back," said Brett,
buoyed by a six-game winning
streak which the Royals hoped
to continue now that the AllStar break was over.
"I'd have to say we're
Coming. We've come a long
way since the start of the
Alison and we're playing the
best baseball we have all year.
It's seems like when tba
trading deadline passed last
month we started playing
better.
"It was like we were waiting
for the club to make some kind
of move,and when they didn't,
we realized we'd have to sink
or swim with the players we
had and we decided to all
swim together.
Pitching apparently will be
the decisive factor, in both the

Bowling
Standings
Friday Morning
Ladies League
W
Team
.
19
MFA Insurance ,_,
16
Paradise Kennel
13
Smiths Poultry
12.
McCuistrin AutccElec
12
Keys Used Cars
12
Tower Sports Center
High Team Game(SC)
MF A Insurance
Smiths Poultry
Paradise Kennel
- High Team Game t HC1
MF A Insurance
Paradise Kennel
MF A Insurance
High Team Series ISC)
Smith's Poultry
MY A Insurance
McCuoton Auto Elec
High Team Series(liG)
NSF A Insurance
Smiths Poultry
Tower Sports Center
High Ind Game(SC)
Mary Smith
Jean Bland
Grace Jepson
High Ind. Game I HCI
Grace Jepson
Jean Bland
_ Mary Smith
140'111d. SeTWISTSC)
Mary Smith
Jean Bland
Mary Harris
High Ind series iHC)
Jean Bland
.
Grace Jepson
Mary Harris
High Averages
Mary Smith
lots Smith
Mary Harris
Jane Parks ,,
Jean Bland
Judy- Hale
Judy Kemp
Helen Uzzle
Carolyn Bomar
Beverly Ghan

•

II

Ladies

'SANDALS

1

1/2 Price

I

SANDALS

1714
-1645
1646
2215
2203
208
214
192
187
243
234

ka
M3
483
472
809
583
577
172
157
151
143
143
141
140
136
130
130

FOOTBALL
MINNEAPOLIS - Judge
Peter Albrecht of the
Hennepin Municipal Court
has taken under advisement #
motion to dismiss criminaj
charges,against Nate Allen of
the Minnesota Vikings. Allen
is charged with simple assault
and disorderly conduct.
stemming from an incident
off-duty
an
involving
policeman.

Ladies

PURSES

All
Costume

Price

"tei;dies L Girls

All
Ladies
Sommer

All
Ladies
Summer

SHOES

PANT
SUITS
1/2 Price

SANDALS

1/2 Price

Values to s9"

One Table
Ladies
Polyester

Men's
STRAW

HATS
1/2 Price

/ SLACKS &
JEANS

I
11/2

783
777
756

I

1/2 Price JEWELRY'
1/2 Price
0\10/
1/2
One Table

DRESSES

I

593
SO
583

74
W
NT
I
P

11

One Table
Girls

All

L
9
12
15
16
16
16

Chicago outfielder Richie
Zisk. "You can't expect us or
Kansas 'City or Minnesota to
go out and keep scoring five or
six runs a game. You've got to
win the 2-1 games."
Minnesota's Rod Carew
agreed.
"There no sense scoring five
and six runs a game if Your
pitching isn't going to hold the
other team," said the Twins'
first baseman, the major
league's leading batter with a
.394 average. "Our pitching
has been a little slack. We
have to be more consistent."
The Red Sox have relied
thus far on the home run bats
of George Scott, Jim Rice,
Carl
Hobson,
Butch
Yastrzemski and Carlton
Fisk. But Yastrzemski said:
"If we get pitching like we had
on our last road trip, good
consistent pitching, we'll be
okay. We got to play goll:.
solid, mistake-free baseball"
and we have a couple of real:
tough months coming up.
Manager Billy Martin of the
crisis-ridden Yankees said
"We have to he a little more
consistent in our pitching and
our over-all play ... and I think
we're capable of both."

Price

One Group
Men's

SUITS

1/2

SETTLEWORKMAN CO.

No Refunds
or
Exchanges
on Sale
Merchandise

Downtown Shopping Center

Price

One Group
Men's

SPORT
COATS

1/2

Price

No Alterations
On Sale
Merchandise

*
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Color Meaningful To Those
Who Are Legally Sightless
Why all these bright colors area, the rest attend from all education for all school-age,
in a school for the blind? over the state and live on handicapped children.
rhe new law may mean that
"Color is very meaningful for campus for the nine months of
many individuals who are the year while school is in local school districts will gear
up to provide an education for
legally blind," said Will session.
"One- of the greatest dif- blind children, and that
Evans, superintendent of the
Kentucky School for the Blind ficulties these students face is children whose sole handicap
in Louisville. He stood in the the separation from their is blindness will have
center hall of the school's new families, friends and familiar educational oppoAunities
We
FACIE UFT — Superintendent Will Evans stands in front of the new Kentucky School
do closer to home, explained
administration building surroundings.
for the mind building which contains administration offices, an auditorium and music
amidst the bright orange, everything we can to en- Evans.
•'We may be getting' more
labs. Architect jasper Ward of Louisville designed the buildings as welt as a new
blue, green, and yellow courage frequent visits home,
and to encourage families to students with a greater
student center equipped with bowling lanes, pool table and recreation area. The
decorating theme.
About 100 of the 120 students visit the school," Evans said. %ariety of abilities. We may
school is located on Frankfort Ave.in Louisville.
at the school can perceive "Many return home every aain importance as a resource
111111 011k
111 .
.
.
1 11111
light and distinguish colors in weekend and everyone has the center and we may want to .
teachers
with
varying degrees. "Too often," chance to go home once a hire
backgrounds in other types of
he said, "people think of a month."
Last year, local school exceptionalities," said Evans.
school for the blind as being 9
Residential-Commercial—Interior-Ex terior—Sproy-Brush-Roll
Although there are two new
dark and dreary place." With districts began providing free
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc.
the
on
buildings
the
campus,
each
home
for
transportation
Jasper
help from architect
- -Parking Lot-StripingWard of Louisville who out-of-town student once a administration building and
designed the administration month-,- explaineirEvans:-Tf4-11l -student renter; the -school
We Are Fully insured
center and the new student 1976 legislatiur.hact-allocated' 13 not expanding. "The new
simply
are
buildings
badly
$25,000
Job
Too Large or Too Small
to
No
tranbeing
is
notion
that
center,
sportation costs for the youths needed replacements," said
dispelled.
At one time in the school's at this school and at the School Evans. Enrollment at the
135 year history, surroundings for-the Deaf in Danville. Both school has remained constant
.
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
may have been rather drab. schools are part of the state's — 120 boys and girls — for
four
Last
decades.
year
about
Bureau
of
for
Education
But modern design and bright
13 blind and deaf children also
colors, which have a tendency Exceptional Children.
The role of the Kentucky attended the school, also at no
to •'lift" attitudes, have helped
bring change to the school: School tor the Blind may---cartirtitetrtartimes:- -- Founded in 1842, the school change somewhat with the
Prince Edward Island is dihas suffered through some advent of the new Education
vided into three counties, but it
difficult times — a fire in-.1851, for All Handicapped Children
makeshift, classrooms and Act. The act requires local has no rural municipalities as
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
dormitories which were used school districts to provide an do the other Canadian provinces.
and
free
while rebuilding took place, appropriate
and occupation by the
Yankees during the Civil War.
Today, the school includes
dormitories and dining
well as
facilities, as
recreational facilities, while
providing a contemporary
education for youngsters age
six to 19 yyears.
In addition to classes in
reading, writing and arithmetic, students take courses
in orientation and mobility.
They learn to travel as independently and safely as
possible and they learn how to
use a cane. Some attend the
school and graduate, others
orIMs WNW
attend for a year or two,
ato•
depending on individual
of
needs.
/
What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
There are few special helps
/
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
or apparatus which would
Pepsi
great
that
in
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock
,,,101"`•....
distinguish the campus of this
school from any other. "Alt of
taste. Money back too.The refund means you only buy the / i& ,
•
the students .learn very
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store,so there's /
quickly to find their way
always enough Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get /
around the school on their
a six-pack of Pepsi in money-back quarts today!
own. We deliberately, avoid
any type of railing or prop
which would, help the student
get around the campus, but
which would not be available
once the student left the
school," said Evans.
About half of the students
commute from the Louisville

GIFT CERTIFICATE PRESENTED—Ronnie Cook of
Murray, right is presented a $50 gift certificate by the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees vice-president Joe
Kelso. Cook's name was drawn from those entered at
the Jaycee booth at the county fair.

PAINTING

Surgener Is Named To Post
With Port-River Commission
Damon M. Surgener Jr.,
who has been associated with
river commerce activities for
a number of years, has been
named assistant executive
director of the Kentucky Port
and River Development
Commission.
Announcement of the appointment was made today by
Commerce Commissioner W.
Terry McBrayer.
Surgener, 47, has transferred to the position in the
Department of ,Commerce
adas
serving
after
ministrative assistant to
Ralph Ed Graves, commissioner of the Department
for Local Government.
"He will be working closely
with our program to develop.
river ports and river commerce," said James H. Nutter
Jr., executive director of the
Kentucky Port and River
Commission.
Development
"His long association with
firms that use the river for
transportation will be an asset
to our efforts to develop
Kentucky's navigable
waterways as a means of

FREE ESTIMATES

shipping large quantities of
manufactured goods and bulk
cargoes of agricultural
products," Nutter said.
Surgener, a native_ of
Louisville, was president of
Sloan Sales Co., Louisville,
from 1971 to 1977. From 1968 to
1971, he served as director of
terminals, president of the
Port of Louisville and vice
president of other terminals of
the American Commercial
Barge Lines. He consolidated
two marine coal loading
tipples and four large marine
terminals into one division to
handle the storage of bulk and
liquid commodities moving.
via barge, rail and truck.
From 1955 to 1968, he was
general manager of the
Kentucky Asphalt Sales Co.,
Louisville. He was responsible
fos the construction and
'operation of two large marine
terminals owned by the
company. '
Surgener is a graduate of
Louisville Male High School,
was graduated from Centre
College in Danville and attended the University of
Louisville School of Law.

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.

New!Money-Back
uartsfrom Pepsi-Cola.
Now in handy6-packs.

Check Our
Prices
(Jr
Special Photo
Packages
coll
WILSON
WOOLLEY

PAUL GARLAND
can offer you the best
deal you can find
'NEW CARS•TRUCKS •USED CARS.TRUCKS
See us before you trade or lease

Photography

PARKER FORD

753-7360

701 Main 753-5273

304 Main Street

Short Sleeve

Dress Shirts
400 off
Guys t Gois

Jeans & Vests
35% off
Girls

Jean Tops
40% off
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

1 Sleeveless
cloak

swarm

Answer to Villmlnkscla

6 Petty ruler
7 Title of re-

ULU LIM MUM
ULM MAO MAIM
1:111111 131:113131013111:11/1
lilE113P mm111111111

SPeCt
8 Doom
9 1Nar god
10 EuroPaarl
capital

Timberline Lodge A Landmark

a

Tennis Shoes $300

Charles Lake, an erect, bigGOVERNMENT CAMP,
8 Cultivated
nnnononn
man, is the
between
Halfway
shouldered
—
(AP)
Ore.
land
unnnn ens nnn
12 Unit of Italian 11 Willie of the
nnnnnn
nmnnnn
equator and the north pole engineer for Timberline
the
currency
N.V Giants
Blau num mune God raised a great mountain, Lodge, the one who sees to its
13 Surma tribes- 17 Danish trona
[MUUMUU
Merl
OiyiSiGn
1111311112 Dull UMW a monument to nature. Upon it good repair. He does so fondly.
14 Solo
22 Dance step
.
011111111MBOU 0612 man raised a great edifice, a He also doubles as assistant
15 Poems
24 Small island
UMW 211111J 131213 monument to creation.
16 Direction of
manager, keeping books
25 Simian
MUM UM] huLl
operations
26 Sick
Hood,
and guests happy.
Mt.
balanced
mountain,
The
18 Bind
28 Unaspirated
19 Teutonic deity 29 Protective orTimberline Lodge was a
was born of volcanic fire; the
20 Tablelands
ganization
41 Suflii forming 46 Wife
edifice, Timberline Lodge, of WPA project.
21 Snake
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nouns of
of
23 River island
When President Roosevelt
flaming desperation.
30 Plume of
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25 Ventilate
feathers
43 Floating in the 47 Slave
the Works Project
established
replace
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49 Let it
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Europe
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could
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Lake. "They say it would cost Hood, built a tent city at
heroine
38 Want
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to work.
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horse
1
11III16
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They cut timber from the
figure is meaningless. It
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unique."
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50 Direction
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land
34
1 35 36
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33
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C.%_%111 39
37
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general
:40UI a kind.
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Charles Lake is one of a kind strap hinges and heavy
.:*$M42 43
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too, one of a special kind hardware for heavy doors.
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HOLD STILL, AND I'LL
GIVE qOU A SQUIRT

OF SHAVING CREAM...

pules they made newel posts to equal its grandeur. If a
for the great stairway and beam wasn't just right or a
carved in them the fauna of Joint didn't fit perfectly they
the mountain: owl, eagle, made a new one. If the design
bear, oppossum. On lofty wall didn't suit them they changed
panels they carved mountain it as they went along. Their
was
standard
scenes in relief. Other artists only
went to work with oils, excellence."
Charles Lake aims to keep it
watercolors, tiles.
Always the mountain that way. It wasn't easy. If
the something needs replacing, a
challenged
them,
awesome 11,245-foot peak hand-forged hinge, say, or a
looking down on their hand-hewn board, he regards
endeavors like a snowcrowned it his bounded duty to replace
it just as it was, not with some
overlord.
"It inspired them," Charles assembly-line substitute.
A volunteer group called
Lake said. "'They felt they had
Friends of Timberline helps
out, hooking rugs, restoring
furniture.

Vasseur Completes
Weapons Training

BOBCAT SAVED
EMPORIUM, Pa. (AP) —
Norm Erickson,Cameron County game protector, is nursing
an old bobcat back to health
these days.
The bobcat, the biggest he
had ever seen, was found along
a road, Erickson said. "It was
scrawny. It was full of porcupine guilts. It was so weak they

Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
(AHTNC) — Warrant Officer
Kenneth D. Vasseur, son of
Raymond D. Vasseur, Route
7, Murray, Ky., recently
completed a nuclear weapons
technician course at the U. S.
Army Missile and Munitions
Center and School, Redstone werrabie-tcrrapturtritand-pn
it in a bag," he said.
Arsenal, Ala.
When the bobcat was brought
Instruction included basic
electronics, maintenance to him, Erickson took it to Dr.
techniques of nuclear weapons " William Mitchell, a veterinarian, who, without charge,
electrical and electronic test
treated the animal.
equipment as well as defenThe animal- is coming along
sive measures and techniques. nicely. The game protector
WO Vasseur entered the plans to take it into a remote
army in April 1969.
area of the Cameron County
He is a 1967 graduate of mountains, and release it when
it is fully recovered.
Benton (Ky.) High School.

2-6
1
Sizes 12/

Reg. 6.00

PH. Hirsch
Olympic Mem

Ever wish
you had
;a&
an extra
if
01'
top
0
car?
\)Obk

111/11

011Li
-

Your wish can come true — now you can
rent a new Ford as long as you need it — a
day, a week, a month. Choose frcen most
models: Pintos, Mavericks, Granada, or
Ford, LTD.

ER'

FORD,INC.
Cali tor Wells °Torbay 753-5273

a

RENT-A-CAR;

t
Ati

Morgan,Trevathan ik Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber

Nancy
I'LL GET
SOMEONE
TO HELP
YOU DOWN

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

(NOT NOW---WAIT
TILL THE GAME
IS OVER

The Number To Call
T

BALL
PARK
ts7

7534434

Swans%

CLEARANCE SALE
Athletic Shoes
$500
Limited Sizes

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
AT 20% OFF!
This isn't just ordinary furniture,
but treasured Pennsylvania House
American Traditional. Save on .2
selected groupings and accent
pieces for living rooms, bedrooms
dining rooms From elegant fcr
mality to rugged courtry looks
And all our luxurious custom upholstery is 20:10 off. too'
THIS PM VALUE—
YOURS FOR $2.00
he Pennsylvania House
Collector's Book
288 pages in full color
Hundreds of -decorating
ideas,

Children's Summer

Shoes and Sandals
WHAT A GREAT TIME
TO COME HOME
TO A PENNSYLVANIA
HOUSE

THIS STORE MUST HAVE A
WINNER! Someone entering from
Our Store will win a Pennsylvania
House bachelor's chest of solid
cherry,

Store Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-8
Sunday 1-5
Open 7 Days
A Week

Summer Handbags

1/2

Your Choice

Arily

GERALDINE AND TERRY SYKES, MGRS.
Paris, Tenn.
Phone 642-6996
414 North Market Street
•••• •.0,- —

Don't Miss Olympic aza s

SIDEWALK SALE SATURDAY
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Let's Stay Well

Involvement Of The Young
In Religious Movements
FJ L. Biasing une. M.D.
0: Dr. D.M. vnites to express
concern about his nephew, in
his late teens who has become
recently involved in one of the
new religious movements and
asks for comment.
A: The amount of information you have supplied is
limited, but I shall comment
because such problems are
fairly common.
A religious experience is
quite normal and often very
beneficial.

stlfh
1121
81011
101.1111
Coming
Friday
Aug. 12
Don't miss it!
Everything for
kids to coeds is
in this special
feature!!!

A recent Canadian study
*showed that young persons
usually join religious sects for
interp A religious experience is
quite normal and often very
beneficial.
A recent Canadian St Iv
showed that young perso. s
eligious groups attract many
young perKins because the traditional religions appear
unresponsive and unsatisfactory to many older boys and
girls. Their attitude may extend to dissatisfaction with
contemporary society.
Historically, youth has been
critical and exibited adjustment problems.
Often, participation in exceptional religious sects is tempqrary and without harm or lonk/.._„,n consequences.
The important thing for
family and friends to keep in
mind is that such behavior
may indicate that the young
person has severe emotional or
mental problems. These may
need early recognition and
professional care. The mild
mental conditions (neurotic)
often are self-correctivk at
least to some degree. The more
severe cases may be psychotic
and require special help.
Lack of adjustment to a
wholesome life with family and
friends, loneliness. average or
poor performance in school, indecision about a career, and
emotional outbursts and disciplinary problems may be the
manifestations ,of mental. disorder, even schizophrenia.
Early identification of illness is
desirable so that appropriate
care can be given. Such is not
only beneficial to the disturbed
person but protective to his or
her associates.

Ledger- &

Specials Good

We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

July 21 Stu July 27

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

s-7 lies.-Tbers.
54 Fri.-Sat.

Aunt Jemima SR

Hyde Pork Rice

KRISPIES

/3 oz

69
Red Hot
32 Oz

89

Smuckers Strawberry

PRESERVES

$119 CORN MEAL
MIX

riii2011NAISE

NESTEA

JELLY

LOC

PICKLES
Dep

c
6/89

69

Vlosic
Sweet Butter Stix

Hyde Park
Sugar Frosted
llama Blackberry

5 Lb

$1 49

Instant

COKES

18 oz.

FLAKES

15 oz

69

16 oz

UI

69'
LEMONADE MIX 75'
c
FRUIT COCKTAIL 39

Hyde Park 32 oz

DILL PICKLES

18 oz.19
w 12 50 odd purchase
or more excluding
fob. 8 dairy

2
F

Country Time 13 oz
Riceland Long Groin

Hyde Park
Grade A
Med.

RICE
Ricelantf Brown

Man Becomes Father

RICE

All In Same Day
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
It was.a day to remember for
Paul Bogard. After all, it's a
rarity when a fellow becomes
a father and a grandfather on
the same day.
It happened Wednesday at
St. Anthony Hospital here,
when Bogard's wife Geraldine
gave birth to a 6-pound, 12ounce girl, just a few hours
before his daughter Karen
gave birth to an 9-pound, 6ounce son.
It was the fifth child for the
40-year-old Mrs. Bogard and
the second for her 20-year-old
daughter,Mrs.Karen Ready.
Because they kept it in the
family, the two mothers
managed to overeemea sinallMrs. Bogard
probleni.
expected a boy and had
packed blue baby clothes for
her trip. to the hospital. Mrs.
Ready expected a girl and tuici
packed pink clothes.
Neither got what they
expected, so they agreed to
swap baby clothes.
Mrs. Bogard's daughter —
her fifth — was named Paula
Dawn, while Mrs. Ready's son
was named William Dustin.
As for father-grandfather
Paul Bogard, • he was all
smiles.

Planters Cocktail

PEANUTS

29

$
I

)6 oz Co"

Planters Sesame

NUTMIX

SANDWICH
BREAD
20029`

EGGS

fr
C.
Hyde

49'
4/100

$6 °
JUICE
MATo

Dcz
'
49

Libby's Deep Brown 14 oz

PORK &
BEANS

,0.,$129
•

, CO
Co
siz
W.
x1
7

Heinz

Vloslc Baby Kosher

DILIS

Owen Food Mkt.
couPON- 30e Off ea tit. Cam

1

Libby's 1 7 oz.

Hyde Park

And Grandfather

Miirray

Times

1%11-43
4:01W311 1111
3Ellcococil 111V1.103L9Lcit•

16759

WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE

,flC

Libby's Gorden Sweet

PEAS

17 oz.

_

89

Tropicana Orange

FOLGERS
COFFEE

JUICE

Expires 7-27-77
No. 1945

Libby's C.S. or W.K.

CORN

1 2 Gal.
/

Buy One
Get One FREE

I Toz.29

$100
Thorofed 15 V2 oz. 4/

New Fl Iter Blend Makes 210 Cups

DOG FOOD

'I" BEST MEATS IN TOWN
39' CHUCK STEAK GROUND CHUCK
CAT FOOD
29'
.
b
l
lb 99c
9'
9
'
69
TISSUE 10002/59
15`
svoiiisChiE:AK GROUND BEEF
Ham
15' VINEGAR
C
'
89
'
65
691
99
JAR LIDS 3/$1°°
DELIDELIGHTS
Danish Baked Ham
99'
Eckrick All. Meat Bologna
c
$189 JAR CAPS 65 Monterey Jack Cheese
si
LIPTON TEA

12 oz

U.S. Choice
ngli

Extra Leon

US:Choice

Nine Lives
Meal
Square
E
'
PRODUC
'

igit
Eiiist

7-2
Th:
TO

;2 °z

LETTUCE

FreshC

Kleenex

b

Yellow

Pure

Lb
Golden Ripe

Pagliacci

Heinz Apple Cider

BANANAS

Lb

Invite you to an
Artist's Autograph Party
for

California 200 Size Sunkist

LEMONS

Mr. Pattord will have on display his own paintings, sketches and limited edition prints plus Smiled edition prints
Mc)onald. lack
hy other noted artists — Ralph
Delorre Inv Garner Wayne Sfiradiey and Bob Carney

Hwy. 641 S.
Paris,-1n.

Sliced

Lb

Doz

t(err

MR. TIM PAFFORD
Sun., July 24, 1977
4-7 p.m.

4-5 Lb Ficsi

Gal

and

Lou's Antiques

Erriget
Fully Cooked

lb

Reg Size

Doz

US New No I Red

POTATOES

lb

10 lb

lb

.
CRISCO 011.

$298
929

Kerr Reg Size

48-oz

"
lb $1

Doz

Muenster Cheese

to.
tommtwoo.allInit.—

-

-

lb

98

Li'
•
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1. legal Notice

1 Legal Notice

2 Notice

Legal Notice
Pursuant to the provision of Chapter 278 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes and the Regulations
of the Public Service Commission of Kentucky,
relative to adjustment of rates and tariffs, notice
is hereby given to the customers of West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation,
that a quarterly adjustment clause has been approved by the Public Service Commission in
Case No. 6812; that pursuant to the Order entered therein, the Cooperative has been ordered
to file with the Public Service Commission, for
the purpose of a public hearing on its rates as a
result of the granting of the authority for a pass
through to the membership of the Cooperative
the increase in the Cooperative's wholesale
power costs from the Tennessee Valley
.
Authority.

507 Swab 126 St.
for
ir
Sharp-Clomo
Used Cars
Trucks
See Joe Todd or
Larry Hale

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
REGULAR meeting day
Saturday, July 23, for
the purpose of collecting
funds for the upkeep of
Hicks Cemetery.

WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
ADVENTURE ISN'T DEAD
its put moo to mo with
me Wry. Cans uses,
too.Trevid. Get corset
While se •P••• els.qeat. Get top benefits end
•greet Mani. har mart lafersastiaa
CALL TOM
arown.
COUICT AT 1113.44141111
BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.
, COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
tot, use our rear entrance.

NOTICE
pink girls 20"
bicycle takan from the
Salvation Army box
near Soutimide IGA hod
been stolen. WIN the
person who took it
please rattan it to 506
S. 8th Street or call 1S38933 or 753-6794.

ns

DIVORCE EVIDENCE,
missing persons, child
custody, etc. Gibson
County Detective
Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p.m. 7539514.

FREE
Nearing Aid
Service Center

LOST

Dog
ROMANS 15:4. "For
3. Card Of Thanks
whatsoever things were
' A white anckhrown
•
aforetime were
/written
short-haired mixed
late
FAMILY
of
the
THE
written for our learning,
breed dog, apPerry
Arthur
through
we
that
proximately 1 year
acknowledges
with
patience and comfort of
Lost in the
old.
sincere gratitude and
the scriptures might
vicinity of the New
appreciation the many
have hope." We invite
Providence Church
friends
and neighbors
you to our bible study,
of Christ Road. If
for their kindness and
seen please call 753Friday evenings nonthoughtfulness since the
7618 after 5:30 p.m.
denominational afdeath of our beloved
filiated with God only.
father, grandfather,
For further information
great grandfather and
753-0084.
6 Help Wanted
great great grandfather,
Arthur Perry.
Ky. Lake
SOCIAL
WANTED
we would like to thank
Music earn
widow
to clean
Security
Rev. Richard Drew and
trailer 2-3 times a
Now Comeani. Ky.
the soloist for their
month. J. Stafford, call
pressnts
comforting words in
436-2366.
Country Music Show,
message and song. Also
every Saturday 8 p.m.
the pallbearers for their
featuring
all
WAITRESS WANTED at
service. Our deepest
professional
band
Gallimores Restaurant
appreciation to our
from Nashville Tenin Hazel. Apply in
friends and neighbors
nessee, Music Barn
person or call 492-9785.
for
your
prayers,
floral
Stars, Recording Artributes, and other
tists, plus special
WANT SOMEONE co
expressions of kindness
drawings. General Adbabysit in my home
expressed
in
thought
mission Adults $2.50,
from 8 to 4. Good salary.
and deed, and for your
Child 6 thru 12 1.50.
required.
References
presents at the final
Traditional
Square
Call between hours of 2
rites. A special thanks to
Dance every Friday 8
p. m. and 6 p. m. 753the staff of the Mimday
p.m. Come dance,look
9459.
Funeral Home for their__
or listen.
Adults 2.00
kindness and symChild 41•12 1.00
pathetic service.
BABYSTrl'ER. Call 753502 4.10-11000
The family
4562.
NOW MANY

ZERO, •10s..1 N1155PELLED
CAP' 5CA88ARIY5 NAME
ALL TOROLle+1
REPORT.'.

-rovAEs Do 1
440./E To-rELL
you 140W To
EPELL
IT;!

\

Now
CUT__
IT
OUT!

DO YOU
NEAR
6G,6542,
-5R

12 ir,6reihr

759-1114

15. Articles For Sale
AIR COMPRESSORS.
Dill Electric, 753-9104.
FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

EARLY AMERICAN sofa
and chair, bedroom
suite, one black and
white T.V„.1'wo 9, x 12
bra
412
Dorado mans suit, size
40 long. Call 759-1093
after 5.

for an
appointment

Majestic
Steak House
1
Pizza
Hwy.641 N.
F.

310

PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2
bushels an hour, $9.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

Apply in
Person or
Call

5 lost And Found

9a. m.-12:00-Noon
LOST SMALL KEYS
Friday-20th
belonging to child's
camping footlocker, if
WalKs Drag Store
found- please call 753Murray,Ky.
4412.
Bottom, Of Benton
Benton,Ky.
Ph.527-8463
41111MENRIIII•mming,

MONEY TO LEND.6 per
cent simple interest on
large farm-business
loans, signature loans.
Call 502-885-1795 between 5 and 9 p.m.

Waitresses
and
Dishwashers

_

LOST WALTHAM ladies
white gold - watch.
Sentimental value.
Reward. Call Ann
Donelson 436-5834.

10 Business Opportunity

WANTED

THANKS to all my
friends and neighbors
who sent cards,food and
the beautifur flowers
during the passing of my
daughter, Fay Austin.
Mrs. Mlle Hodges.

LOST 14 year old black,
white and brown collie.
Named Ruffian. Reward
offered. Call .492-8837.

IF'

6 Help Wanted

GERALD
CARROLL
would like to thank the
doctors, and the nurses
on 3rd floor for all their
acts of kindness, the
ones that sent flowers,
cards, all the friends
and neilibbors that
helped in any way
during his stay in the
hospital. God bless each
and everyone.

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

A copy of all the tariffs of the Cooperative, including the approved quarterly adjustment
clause, are exhibited at the office of the
Cooperative at 1218 West Broadway, Mayfield,
Kentucky, and may be inspected by the public
during regular office hours.
Jobs leld WOW,Managar
July 18, 1977
2 Notice

3 Card Of Thanks

BORNBUCELE Barber
Skop. Open 8-1 Monday
and Tuesday. Closed
Wednesday. ThursdaySaturday 8-3. Hair cut
$1.35. Shave $1.00.

The hearing for case No. 6845 will be held on the
9th day of August, 1977, at 2:30 p.m. Eastern
Daylight time,at the offices of the Public Service
Commission,Frankfort, Kentucky.

M

•

1280 WEEKLY POSSIBLE staffing envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box . 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
•

14. Want To Buy
STARCRAFT pop up
camper in excellent
condition. Call 753-4487.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

SEARS HEAVY DUTY
washing machine. Lady
Kenmore.
Approximately 1 to 1%
years old. 18 lb.
capacity. $200. Call 4362305.
OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks
for sale. Call 901-2473318.

19 Farm Eipuipment
JUBILEE Ford tractor,
extra nice. New paint,
new 6 ft. disc. New one
row cultivator. Two 12"
plows. Call 489-2188 after
5 p. m.
FORKLIFT attachment
for Case 580 backhoe,
possibly others. Never
used but some rust. Call
.753-4065.

SACRILEGE!
WHEN 'THEY
FIN!, YOU.
THEY'LL TEAR
YOU APART,'

NO DOUBT...
/A THEY
FIND US,
PRINCE.
5/7-1,

Blondie
rocr THE GREAT

He DIDN'T EVEN
GIVE ME A CHANCE
TO TAKE A
\n/

JOB YOU OID ON THIS
GORKLE CONTRACT,I'M)
GIVING YOu
A 5TANDING7
OVATION

. •

t

OMEN
WANTED RESPONSIBLE Party to take up
payments on 25 inch
color T.V. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
27 Mob.le Home Sale

FERGUSON pony tractor
with implements. Call
753-8056.
20 Sports Equipment
1969 GLASTAR Runabout
Boat. 65 H. P. $1000.00.
Call 354-8052.
SAILBOAT IRWIN
Yachts, AMF Alcort,
Venture, Sizzler. See at
Ky. Lake Sails, Highway
62, Calvert City, Ky.
Phone-1-395-7844 or 1362-8585.
14' FIBERGLAS
Runabout. With 50 h. p.
Mercury. Tape player,
trailer and 2 sets of skis.
$700. Call 753-8301 days,
753-0825 night.

FOR SALE - 1965
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
1974 U X 10 MOBILE
home. Underpinned,
excellent condition.
Take over payments
plus $1,000. Call 753-1608.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 3
bedroom mobile home.
In Riviera Cts., Partially furnished.. Phone
762-2896 days or 753-6776
after 5:30 p. m.

10 x 56 TRAILER with 2
' lots neat Blood _ River
FIVE FOOT air hockey
table. $70.00. Like new,
dock. Asking $4600. Call
ONE SET OF NICE bunk
childs stroller, $20. Call
436-2563.
beds. Call 753-3509, after
753-9465.
5 p. m.
12:50 2 BEDROOM
MARLIN SKI boat and
furnished
completely
WOULD LIKE to buy
AVAILABLE
NOW.
135 H. P. motor. Extra
underpinned. Real
and
haired
registered wire
Urethane foam. All
sharp. Call 753-6571.
bargain. See at Riviera
Fox Terrier puppy. Callsizes, all densities. Cut
Cts. or call 753-3280
753-5669.
to your specs. West Ky. COMPOUND BOW, 50-60
before 5or 436-5524 after
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
6.
15.Articles For Sale
lb. pull.- Shot abou1,150
Avenue. 753-6767.
times. Call 7534468.
12158 NEW MOON, 3
rug.
shag
10 x 12 GREEN
16 Home Furnishings
good ,condition. $25.
bedroom, underpinned,
20" GIRLS bicycle and
Call 753-8797.
all electric. Call 753ANTIQUE BED and
mini bike. Call 753-8978.
WATCHMAN
NIGHT
9829.
dresser, solid oak. Over
includes light janitorial
100 years old. Call 753- SHEATER BOAT with 33
MAKE
BEATEN
down
Boone
duties. Inquire at
6422.
h. p. motor. Depth MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
carpet nap at doorwayg"
Cleaners.
Vindale air conditioned
finder,
trolling motor,
bright and fluff" again
BROWN AND BEIGE
and furnished. Nice.
CB
radio
with
antenna.
Blue
Lusta
3ig
K,
with
OFFICE AND COUNTER
couch and chair. ExPrice $2750. Call 753Call 492-8898.
Shopping
Bel
Air
clerk personnel needed.
cellent condition. Maple
2762.
Center.
Boone
Inquire
at
end tables. Call 753-4487. 15'2' MFG fiberglass
Cleaners.
Runabout, 100 h. p.
12 x 61 3 bedroom, bath
TOBACCO AND tomato SOFA love seat, and
Washer and
Mercury outboard, tilt
and
sticks, 13 cents each.
FULLY EXPERIENCED
chair to match. Maple
Call 753$4800.
trailer,
with
2
Dryer.
gas
tanks
man.
Call
489-2126 or 435-4263.
body and paint
antique rocker, recliner,
0566.
and
depth
finder.
Nelson
Pay based an Comhanging swag lamp,foot
E. Burton, 901-232-8377.
mission. Management FEDDERS air constool. Call 753-4955.
,:le 1-lerne Rentals
,
29. Mcf,
opportunity may be
ditioner, 9700BTU. Not
RALEIGH
Grand Prix
TWO MAPLE twin Dens,
open in near future.
beautiful but trusty. Call
MOBILE HOME, 2 ann
234" 10 speed bicycle.
all
and
Management pay also
mattresses
bedroom, like neiv. 12
753-7275.
$85.
Coll
753-6809.
accessories. Call 753based on 'commission.
foot wide. Central air.
Call for appointment or NEW
8129 between 2 and 5.
Inquire at office Shady •
SMITH
22 Musical
AND
W.
Gary
contact
Oaks Mobile Home
Wesson 2" barrel
18.Sewing
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Court.
revolver. Call 753-7765.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
Shop, Highway 68 East.
monthly
to
assume
NEEDLE
Phone 522-9990 or 522- TWO BAR STOOLS, COMPLETE
MOBILE HOMES and
payments on like new
CENTER. House of
3927.
black naugahyde with
mobile home spaces for
Wurlitzer organ. J and B
Thousands in Fox
chrome. Like new. $30.
75345756-____
- rent, at-Riviera Courts_
Meadows,South-16th.
-R ECE-PT-EONIS-T-farall1S3-62T3.
Call 753-3280.
209 Colors of Pater- BALDWIN PIANOS and
doctors office, part
.needlepoint
nayan
time. Must be pleasant SPRING SPECIAL Paint
organs. Rent to pur30 Business Rentals
yarns, 9 cents strand or
and communicative.
chase plan. Lonardo
Sale. Hanna first quality
one
$1.70 ,ounce(of
Duties include typing
Piano Company, across
OFFICE, SPACE conLatex Satin Sheen,
color). 129 colors Elsa
and some bookkeeping.
from Post Office, Paris,
sisting of 2 rooms and
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
Williams crewel emSend resume to Ni. C. C.
Tennessee.
bath, central heat and
per gallon. Hanna semiComyarns.
broidery
Box dl, Murray, Ky.
air.
Phone 753.3744 days
gloss enamel regular,
plete color line of
or 753-0614 nights.
$10, sale, $8.00 per
Columbia Minerva 4 ply FARFISA mini-compact
gallon. Murray Lumber
organ plus Bassman 50
JANITOR and orderly 7
yarns, Hardanger and
31 Want To Rent
Company, 753-3161.
amp. Both for $350. Call
to 3 shift. Apply in
Aida cloth for counted
evenings,753-9309.
person, Fern Terrace,
embroidery.
thread
LOCAL FAMILY must
1505 Stadium View
ANTIQUES,. oak furThree types linen on
find two bedroom house
Drive.
niture, lamps, china,
bolts. Complete line
to rent, by end of July.
glass, also junk at Paris
latch nook rug patterns
Can supply references
WORK
FOR
THE
Landing Country Store,
and yarns. Kits and
and do all repairs.
FASTEST growing
Highway 119, across
complete line of acFREE 1 Would prefer home in
remodeling company in
from Paris Landing
cessories for each
Termite
country. PLEASE CALL
West Ky. Year round
Park. Open 7 days a
needle art or needle
762-2154 days 753-4557
Inspection
work for qualified
week. Until 8 p.nt.
work. 15 per cent
after 5 p. rn
Certified Sy EPA
people. Apply in person
discount for senior
Awed Costly Ilene lopeirs
Roy Harmon's Carcitizens. Free lessons in
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
WANT TO RENT penter Shop, South 4th
all needlearts.
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
possibly buy lot or acre
Kelly's Termite
Street; next to Murray
felt $5.00. Plywood 3,4"
or two in the country,
farm Equipment
19
Drive In Theatre.
& Pest Control
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
with water and sewage.
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8 1972 CHEVROLET 2 ton.
Call 753-7412.
Imo mead NI operated over $0
Heavy Duty. 29,000
loam 5._s olip way arse ore 10/0
sheets over 80 selections
10%Abed.
actual miles. Call 753starting_at 12.95 ea.
EN-MONTR-OLD
100/SMIII31:h St
8615.
Phone 753-3914
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
child with parents
Paint.
per
inch.
wishes to rent 2-3
Roaches,Sliver Ft.sh
Styofoam insulation - 1970 OLIVER TRACTOR,
bedroom home by
L d Shrubs
1950T Series dual wheel,
"
42" and 1" 4 x B sheets.
August 15. Call Charles
Doors starting at $5.00
18' Hydraulic fold
Homra, 762-2851.
Krouse disc. 1968 model
ea. Bathroom vanities
and waltbn1ird. Tomato
45 John Deere combine
TWO
BEDROOM
with bean header, Instakes at 6 cents per ft.
Personal interview WO.
apartment or small
be 18 years of age or 0oternational 5 bottom'
New shipment of safes
house for single woman
24 Miscellaneous
plow, 1966- _Ford truck
from $25.00 and up. Used
and
1 child. Call 753-1319
Main
10
5
office desks starting at
W4,1 grain bed and hoist. CUSTOM MATTRESS
before 5, 753-9255 after 5
1970 Dodge 4 wheel
$40.00, used office chairs
made any size for an2 Apartments For Rent
10 Business Opportunity
drive, 1 ton truck with
starting at $10.00. Steel
tique beds or campers.
pipe several sizes at 15
grain bed. Three fuel
Buy direct and save on
ONE SMALL APARTcents alb. Closet cedar 4
tanks, one electric
all
mattresses,
BUSINESS
MENT and one house
x 8 sheets for $3.75 W
pump, one hand pump,
Healthopedic or foam.
trailer
on waterfront lot
OPPORTUNITY
12
at
portable
com12 h. p.
46.00. Fiberglass
Also see their elegant
on Ky.' Lake. Both are
cents to 27 cents per sq.
pressor, 3 point hitch
gallery of furniture,
air conditioned. Call 436J AND B MUSIC
sprayer, 3000 Ford
ft. for green‘ houses,
Bamboo, Wicker and
2427.
Dixieland Center
diesel tractor with plows
patios; ,carports, skirBrass WISES WEST
Murray, Ky.
ting for average trailer
and bush hog, 18 foot
K. MATTRESS • AND
EFFURNISHED
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
rotary hoe,'John Deere 4
1136
FURNITURE
FICIENCY apartment
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Established "(10 sews) end
row drill. Call 753-4487
South 3rd, Paducah .
for one. Call 753-7575 (Sr
swedituOis Assists* Ns ale
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
after, 5 p. m.
Phone 1-4434323.
753-0669
with sem of tlis Mediae hum
.
phone 901-587-2420. Open
laquirss'Own*.
on Sat. until 3:00.
TD 18 International FOR SALE: used Early
APARTMENT FOR rent
. Dozer. New steering
American sofa and
"emu far seirowi Tim
in country partially
LARGE SWEET corn,
Needs
rebuilt
olutches,
chair.
Onytens brim muffled•NI
reupholstering. $25.00.
furnished, 2 bedroom
- also tame plums and
hydraulic pump and
time • ministry is
teat and air: $90 month.
-apples. Call ,Floyd
cylinders.' Call 1-898- - Phone 1-354-6217 after
TeitileSeee.
Can 4 La-241.IM
.„
McKenzie 753-4725
Analit.29-16111:
34W,

FULL TIME saleslady,
age 25-50. For locally
owned retail store
downtown. Experience
preferred, but will train.
No Sunday work. Apply
age,
giving
by
education, marital
status, experience and 2
character references in
own handwriting to Box
144, Murray, Ky. All
correspondence confidential,

FIVE,H. P., riding lawn
mower. CL 79 Honda,
1973 Baracuda, 1961
Ford 2 ton truck. All in
good condition. Call 4928877.

111=1:11111

The Phantom

24 Miscellaneous
TOMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.
bushel in 30
a. Does a
minutes. $19.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

HELP
WANTED
Pagliai's
Pizza

'

7
05
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M
40.3EaliMeIL

EXTRA NICE home near
University. Furnished or
Available
unfurnistscl.
August 15. Call 753-7575 or
753-0669.
37 ledestbck

Supplies

TWO POLLAND China
brood soWs. Farrow first
of August. Call 489-2417.
GENTLE BLACK, 15
month old quarter horse
colt Make pleasure or
game horse Call 7539390.
38. Pets

WITH A LITTLE elbow
grease, this older 1'2
story home will make
excellent rental
property. Nice corner
lot. Near downtown
shopping. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 S. 4th, 7535646 after hours, 753-7249
or 753-0686.

YARD SALE, 9 a. in.
Saturday, July 23, 1203
Olive St. Three family.
Rugs, curtains, bedspreads, clothes,
• miscellaneous
household items.

*TWO BEDROOM house,
in Hardin. Stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-4661.

Supplies

REGISTERED
AK C
Dachshund
miniature
puppies. Four males, 2
females. $80 each. Call
753-3030.
DOG FOR SALE:Cocker
Spaniel puppies. AKC
registered. Wormed.
Shots. $100. Call 901-6426318.
THREE COCK-A-POOS,
black $25 a piece. ,Call
753-3197. • .
41 Public Sales
TWO FAMILY Moving
Sale; furniture, baby
items, books and more.
Saturday 8-3. 1517
Glendale Road.

TWO DOLLAR SACK
SALE. All clothing,
shoes, purses, belts,.
ties, wigs, patterns,
magazines, you can
stuff in large grocery
sack, $2.00. Other items
half price. 13th and
Main, Bargain Barn,
Saturday 8-4.

$1,000.00 OFF -Good buy
at original price, but a
$1,000.00 reduction
makes it a real bargain.
leaving
is
Owner
Murray and wants a
buyer now. A 3 bedroom,
2 full baths, washer and
range
and
dryer
Walking
included.
distance to University,
and
school
high
elementary schools.
Over 1500 ft. of living
area for only $30,000.00.
Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222 now for more
information.

YARD SALE, 4 party,
Friday and Saturday
614 Hurt.
YARD SALE, Saturcley,
23rd. 9-5. 5-14 Broad
between Sycamore and
Vine. Electric guitar,
furniture, clothing and
other items.

PLANNING TO BUILD a
$75,000 to $100,000 home?
Here's a lot that will
assure that your home
keeps its value. Homes
already in this exclusive
43. Real Estate
subdivision are in the
NEED SOME grea.t "R
90,000'to $200,000 range.
and R"? Let us show you
Minimum square ft.
quality home near Ky.
building, 2,800 square
Lake. Located in Mother
detached
feet. No
Natures finest setting. A
buildings, no garage
short 40 minute drive
open toward street. This
from Murray to this
lot is in a beautiful
Para ise. MM Realtor,
setting with nice shade.
1-362458 Or 1-442-8224.
150.by 127 feet. Priced at
a reasonable $6,950.
'Tucker Real Estate, 50Z
Maple, 753-4342.

Whew!

LOVELY 4 bedroom
home located on a tree
shaded 1412 acre lot just
outside city limits of
Murray. Home features
Greatroom (29 a 15)
with fireplace and
cathedral ceiling,
abundant closet space
and storage areas.
Breezeway connecting
to large garage. Priced
in 50's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
information on this new
listing.

Drop by and see how we've changed! Once you're here,
talk to our Realtors, ask questions, look through the
Multiple listing Book or just have a coke. Of we can find
the bottle opener in out shuffle1

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
After Mount
Oil Parse - 753-97,4
Loretta kibe - 7534079
Heien Spann - 75.1457, Bressda Mines - 7534661

INVEST TODAY- Block
building suitable for
clean-up shop, trailers
and apartment for
rental income. . . 110'
road frontage in the city.
. . For more information
call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.

South 12th

at SyCa1710I0

TELEPHONE 7511051

337N.Koplar-Sentoo

QUALITY
52714GB 0 753965
CAPPEO. COPE POOP

EXTRA NICE4-bedroom
brick home on Holiday
Drive. Has a tiled foyer,
sunken living room,
formal dining room,
with
room
family
fireplace, kitchen with
built-in cabinets, dishwasher and disposal,
utility room, large
raised patio, extra large
two-car garage, central
heat and air, 3 baths,
carpeting. Must see to
appreciate.
CHOICE
(2
TWO
residential building lots
in a quiet, pleasant
subdivision, 5 mi. North
of Murray and just East.
of US-641. These 100' x
180' lots have several,
well spaced shade trees
and city water. Priced
at $3,500 each.
BARGAIN PRICED 2bedroom lake area
cottage on a shady 65' x
100' lot in Pine Bluff
Shores. All furniture
goes with the house. Has
water
community
System for oply $5.30 per
month. Property is
below
far
priced
replacement cost.
STINSON REALTY CO.,
102 N. 5th, Phone 7533744 days; 753-0614
Member
nights.
Multiple Listing Service.

WE HAVE listed some
choice Hater front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
traet has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 7537531 or 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.

LIKE BARKLEY
PROPERTIES
Two bedroom corner
lot, aluminum siding.
Price $14,000.
Three bedroom on
lakeview,
wooded,
$29,500.
Three bedroom and 2
acres of nicely wooded
land,$30,000.
Executive 2 bedroom,
2 fireplaces. 2200 ft. of
gracious living splice.
$65,000.
Exclusive agents for
CARRIAGE COVE andEVERLASTING SPRINGSSubc1n.i.
Many waterfront and
lakevieu lots.
LYN WAILER
REALTOR
Ons roar West of Quin on U.
Phone 522-8765. Opel 7 drys.

E)
31101

43 Real Estate

43.Real Estate

43 Real Estate

FARMS FOR SALE: 128
acres, 2 wells, old stock
barn, several springs.
Priced at less than $400
per acre. 77 acres,
mostly timber, near Ky.
Lake. Asking $23,500 but
will consider reasonable
bid. 46 acres, on good
road, pretty building
to
spots. Reduced
$16,000. 70 acres located
in McCracken County.
Good blacktop road,
several acres tendable.
acres
$35,000.. 10
overlooking watershed
lake. Beautiful building
place. Roberts Realty,
414 S. ,12th, 753-1651.

TWO PARTY YARD
Sale, No. 4 Green Acres
Trailer Ct. 8 to 4.
Thursday and Friday.
Parts of 318 Dodge
engine.

Keve just about finished movihg and the major
alterations to our new office. And we're proud of the new
look.

I X
F
M XI

43 Real Estate

43 Real E

41. Public Sales

34 Houses For Rent

•

THREE BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres
just listed. Priced in the
40's and a good buy.
Another new listing - 3
bedroom home and 12
acres. located 74.2 miles
from Murray. Large
pole barn on property
and all acreage fenced.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for information
on all our farm listings.

FOR SALE by owner. 2
bedroom mobile home
unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & dryer connections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
3 minutes away from
lake. Excellent well and
septic system. Under
$8,000.00. Call 753-5352
anytime.
PANORAMA SHORES 2 bedroom 10 x 52 mobile
home furnished with
electric heat, electric
air
fireplace, and
conditioner. This mobile
home is underpinned
and has a concrete
path with wrought Iron
rails and sidewalk.
Priced at $9,000. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
3-1-2 ACRE TRACT. Good
level building- site,
sowed down in permanent pasture.
Situated on the West
side of US-641, 5 miles
south of Murray. Call
REALTY,
STINSON
753-3744.

REDUCED, FANTASTIC
BUY at new price,
$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, with
dining room and aton
garage
tached
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees and 12 x
15 storage building, near
MSU at 1631 Olive.
Contact Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
2/2 Sert6 06 Street
Pb... 713-1363
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
L(YT for sale on Hickory
Drive. One of a few
remaining wooded lots
within the city limits of
Murray. Price reduced
to $5,900. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for courteous and
competent Real Estate
Service.

112
1.1
REALTY
Everything we touch
tents to SOLD.
71151.1
7534222
45 Farms For Sale
39 ACRE farm, 2 miles
from city limits. Four
bedroom ranch home.
Outbuilding. Call 7532400.
FOR SALE - 49 ACRE FARM
nod s dem, nest elismieue
sided beau tfiet features 4
bedrooms, 1 belt, dui wit/
hoodwinks stove, Sham
with illeinresher, large Milky
am,end oder eke feeeres.
MU orris h epos, geed faeces, eloweeto stock water,
we 30 611 tool shed, 132
feet deep 4 Jodi drilled wok
sped ether useable wetbuldip. hived reed spNts
tie property which ssesdal
=eke it eery to sell off pert
of acreage II.. desired. CALL
733-6434, te foe Ms property
halted 2 edge eert of Darter
ea. Ifighoey 1364. Morgan,
Tree/1m L Gum Reeity Is.

46 Homes For Sale

46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM frame
home for sale. Located
in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision near New
Concord, Ky. Some
finish work needed, low
down payment and will
finance balance. To see
call John Jones at 502442-7368.
4 BEDROOM brick, 2 full
baths, 7 miles south on
121, located on 1 acre of
land, 2 car garage, new
dishwasher, storm
windows, carpeting,
several fruit trees.
Phone 753-7940 or 4362182.
BY OWNER - 1307
Doran Rd. Eight room,2
story brick home on 1
and one-third acre
wooded lot, has large
with
room
living
fireplace, dining room,
kitchen, built-in stove
and oven. Dishwasher
and den which may be
bedroom
as
used
downstairs. Four
bedrooms upstairs, two
many
baths,
full
spacious closets, 2 car
garage and large patio.
Call 759-1165 or 753-1338.

HOUSE AND 20 acres, 2
story, 4 bedroom, 2',2
bath, living rooni,
family, study, dining,
kitchen, utility
breezeway, game room
and garage. Highway
121 South. Call 436-2118.
BEDROOM
THREE
BRICK home, living
room with fireplace,
den, dining room, kitchen, 2 baths, 2 car
garage, air conditioned.
electric heat, drapes
and carpet. 400 South
11th. Call 753-4904.

BEDROOM
THREE
FRAME HOUSE with
aluminum siding.
Twelve by thirty-six
family room. - Large
shady lot, just outside
city limits at 1907
Coldwater Road. 20 x 50
outbuilding. $25,000. Call
753-8400.
GATESBOROUGH year old home, 3
bedroom, 2'2 bath, den
with fireplace, heat
pump, central air, intercom, etc. Shown by
appointment. Call 7533673.

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

46 Homes For Sale

Retiring? Newlyweds? or inbetween. This home
has much to offer. Located just south of Riverwood Subdivision on 641 S., home features two
bedrooms, separate dining room, living room
with fireplace (equiped for gas logs), eat in kitchen and a large lot for privacy.

MUST SELL- by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
close to lake with
stbve,
fireplace,
refrigerator, wall to
wall shag carpeting.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p. m.

List your leen whi es. A sea firs designed to give we dues
perseeel service. PUROOAI ARO MUMMA REAl ESTATE 7534451.

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pot Mob,,

FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four
miles out South 121. Call
753-7948.

15184Si

151 ASV

Lowed Southstde Court Square
Open Doily Monday-Saturday

It

Phone 753-4451
5eiiir ^d Mu,..2, Calloway County Board of Reallon

KOPPERUD REALTY'S HOUSE HUNTER'S GUIDE

s are available on a full-time basis
Pictured below are some of Murray's finest homes listed for sale on the current Reallstate Market. Our sales representative
Service. Welook forward to being of service to you
(at your convenience)to show you any of these featured homes and any other home listed through the Murray Multiple Listing

RENTAL INCOME PROPERTY

HOME AND 20 ACRES
Exceptional quality home in excellent neighborhood. Home is very neat and most of house
has been recently redecorated. Three large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen, living room
and den have fireplaces, custom-made
draperies, beautifully landscaped yard, very
reasonable utility bills. Over 2600 square feet of
living area:50's.

Lovely modern brick home with many outstanding features. Home has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, large den-dining area with fireplace,
large utility room with lots of storage, enclosed
sunporch which would be ideal as 4th bedroom or
study. Attached 2-car garage, lovely landscaping, surrounded by scenic woods and
pastureland.

FAR FROM THE
MADDENING CROWD

EASY, HAPPY FAMILY LIVING

Owner has purchased another home and anxious
home
to sell. This immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath
redecorated throughout has an abundance of
closets, spacious garage, large backyard with
inside
patio and presents a very pretty picture
and out. Priced in the 30's.

LAND! LAND!

A very pretty 3 bedroom house in the country
with a big 2 acre lot. Central electric heat and
air, 2 baths, large family room With fireplace.
Decorated with custom made drapes, very attractive carpet and wallpaper. Priced in the 40's

Your Key to Happy House Hunting

KOPPERUD
REALTY

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

Owners moving.out of state and have just listed
this efficient and economic 3 bedroom home.
Central gas heat, central electric air, and a stepsaving floor plan insure a comfortable and
money-saving home-buying opportunity for you.
Priced under $30,000 and owners want offer!

SOUTHERN COMFORT

HOME ON THE RANGE

of 3
Lots of privacy with this pretty package
just
acres
fenced
12
bedroom brick home and
located
listed. Large pole barn is on property.
only91,2 miles from Murray.

Lovely 4 bedroom home located on a tree shaded
142 acre lot just outside city limits of Murray.
you
if
Peaceful country living is your guarantee
Home features Greatroom (29 x 15) with
purchase this brick 3 bedroom home and 23 acres fireplace and cathedral ceiling, abundant closet
just listed. Attractive home at an attractive space and storage areas. Breezeway connecting
price. Phone us today on this one
to large garage. Priced in 50's.

Days Call

Well-built older home in good condition, muip of
home has been redecorated. Suitable for owner
to live downstairs and rent 2 apartments upstairs
or entire house could be rented as 4 apartments.
Good location close to downtown shopping.
Priced in the 30's.

QUICK POSSESSION

PRICE JUST REDUCED $1400

This home provides plenty for the family
that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms,formal dining room,2 fireplaces. This
is one of Murray's most elegant older homes with
beautiful wood carved stairway and mantles.
Priced in the 40's.

Evenings Call:
Harry Patterson
George Gallagher
Geri Andersen
Bill Kopperud

Mrsa:W.Pe. 111IL*
f-VAL:r

' OP

41.2•••••••./
^••1

7;

492-8302
753-8129
753-7932
753-1222

••
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46 Homes for Sale
res, 2
,
room,
*ning,
ility

LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house.
Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799.

MOM

hway
2118.
OOM
living
lace,
, kitcar
.oned.
apes
South

OOM
with
ding.
ty-six
Large
utside
1907
x50
1. Call

e, 3
, den
heat
r, inn by
753-

ate

FOR SALE by owner, 2
bedroom home 2 blocks
from University. Call
753-7501.
BEAUTIFUL HOME on
2 acres, lovely woods,
/
71
1000 commercial white
pines, near Ky. Lake.
Heating, fireplace and
electric heat. Ideal for
retirement, by owner.
Call 437-4338.,
HOUSE, BARN and
garden spot. Located on
Highway 80 at corner of
Wadesboro Rd. $21,500.
Call _437-4783.

Ins

t-

53-

1972 HONDA 359. Nice
original. Call 753-7219.
1974 YZ 80 Yamaha trail
bike. In good condition.
Call after 4, 753-2358.
NORTON
1973
759
Roadster. Good condition. Two helmets and
extras. $1,000. Call 7591077.
SUZUKI GT 550 with
windjammer, many
extras, make offer. Call
753-3436.
48 Automotie Service
TWO PONTIAC factory
mag rims for sale. 14".
$25. Call 753-9413, ask for
Mike Phares. after 4:30.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

NEW FOUR BEDROOM
2 story home, close to
schools. Lots of extras.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-3903.

1976 280Z, 27,000 miles.
Automatic. Loaded. Air
conditioner, louvers,
honeycomb wheels. AMFM. Call 4354455 after
6.

BY
OWNER
3
Gatesborough
bedrooms, 2 baths, 8
large closets. Extra
large kitchen, big lot on
dead end street. Call 7533459.

1974 DODGE Adventure
SE 34,000 miles. One
owner, extra clean.
Power brakes, steering
and atr, bucket seats,
sliding back glass. Rail
on bed. Call 753-3696.

47.Motorcycles

1976 ONE TON Heavy
Duty Chevrolet. Power
steering, and brakes
Heavy
Duty
with
aluminum box bed with
roll up back door and
side door. Less than
year old. New set of
tires. 35,000 miles.
$5,600. Call 753-4953.

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
TO SHOW
READY
SHARP 1974 AQHA
gelding, professionally
TB
trained; 1964
gelding, show hunter,
17'1"; 1971 TB gelding,
gray 16'. Phone 502-5217704.

erwo

47 Motorcycles

1975 550 SUPER SPORT
Honda. 1975 CI-175
Honda, like new. Call
753-1590 or 753-1377.
1971 HONDA750-Four.
Fully chopped. Recently
painted by Jim Defew.
$1200.00. Call 3544052.

1976
TON Chevrolet
white van. Bought,
August, 1976, power
steering, and brakes.
40,000 miles. New
radials.
Goodyear
64,350. See at Grogans
Trailer Court, Highway
94 East.
1974 VAN, restorable 1950
Ford. Call 753-7765.
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, 103
N. 14th St. Call 759-1011.

51 Services Offered

9 Used Cars & Trucks

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN and gas indowill
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

1973 VOLKSWAGEN. Call
753-4449 after 5 p. m.
station
1968
FORD
wagon. $400. Call 7537307.

LOADER,
DOZER
backhoe work, Grading,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON Sportster, like new.
Call 753-4904.
1949 1,-2 TON Ford truck
for sale. Excellent
condition. Call 753-45901
or can be seen at 1001
Glendale.

and
DRIVEWAYS
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Rip
Rap delivered and
placed. Free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 7535429 after 4 p. m.

1972 TR1UMP TR-6,
excellent condition. Call
753-7307.

1973 JEEP CJ-5 with all
extras, -excellent condition. Call 753-2228

AMONG THE FINEST

OU.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Ill Syalibeft Street

ed
e.
•Pd
y U.

Moe 753-7724

Meador of MOH* Ustbips
Ciwy Sparak 753-2517 Lewin Mar,753-2401
Jack Persist 733-1111 Prattles DIM,753-5725

Household Auction
Saturday, July 23, 10:00 a.m. rain or shine.
Leave Highway 94 East at sign, 2 miles
from Murray thence 2 miles to Mrs. Kay
geasley home. Finished school in Murray
and sold large home, too much furniture
for smaller home.

fly
we
is
• th
Cs.

Selling much of her antique furniture brought
from her Massachusett's home, round walnut
dining table and 4 walnut chairs with carved
roses, 2 Shaker chairs, Maple Coco (Goose neck)
rocker, matching lamps by (Sandel) marble top
walnut dresser with lamp shelves on side, copper, washed with brass, lamp with Ruby globe,
hall tree, walnut wall clock, late 1800 8 day made
in Germany, pOssibly a corded bedstead, now in
use,large baby'cradle, dinner bell, kettle, wagon
seat, wine barrel wine equipment, crafts and
supplies,. barrel chair and ottoman, Birds eye
Maple bedroom suite (real nice 2 love seat
couches, refrigerator, 36 cup coffee maker,
wrought iron coffee table, mirrors,large dog and
bird houses, tool box, 3 utility 2 wheel hunting
and fishing trailers, fine decanters and glasses,
depression, plain pattern and ogler fine glass,
fireplace set, mixers, blenders, toasters, ring
maul,froe, shoe last, hand tools, Johnson buffer,
12 by 12 tent, toys, many good books.
Eats and drinks, not responsible for accidents,
Detailed announcements day of sale.

Terry Shoemaker
Auction Service
Douglas Shoemaker
App. Auctioneer 602 743-3325

--

' b,
•.9

Syne•cabli

I PONT HAVE At.) AR AG 13LIF
HAVE MY INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM

1974 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. 360 motor. Air,
power, nice car. Green
with white top. Four
door. Call 492-8497.
1971 VOLKSWAGEN
Convertible, excellent
condition. May be seen
at 812 N. 19th Street. Call
753-7184.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 DODGE CLUB
coupe. Air conditioned.
Power steering and
brakes, "AM-FM, 50
gallon extra tank. Fifth
wheel and ball hitches.
Best offer. Call after 4,
753-1549.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 COUGAR XR-7. Gold
with gold vinyl top. AMFM stereo, factory
wheels, extra sharp.
Call 753-2814 or 753-7721.
50 Campers

1976 CHEVY NOVA, 6
cylinder. Automatic,
power steering, new
tires. $750. Call 753-6179.

1972
SALE:
FOR
Chevrolet motor home.
Sleeps 6. 15 ft ,boat, 40
h.p. _motor ant toilet.
Call 435-4317.

1972 FORD ½ TON
1972 COUGAR, power,
pickup. Automatic,
air, vinyl top, good
power
power steering,
* condition. Call 753-0382
brakes, air conditioned.
between 12 and 4 p.m.
Call 759-1054.
Monday-Friday.

20' PROWLER trailer.
Fully self contained.
Excellent condition. Call
753-5'70.

1972 CHEVY CUSTOM
Impala. Low miles. Like
new. Must see to appreciate. Call after 4,
753-2858.
1967 CHEVY CAPRICE, 4
door, automatic, power
and air. Call 492-8594
after 6 p. m.
LITTLE WHITE 1970
Maverick car for sale.
$595. Call 767-4370 3
p.m.-7 p.m.
1968 INTERNATIONAL
panel truck. V-8, 4
speed, 34 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.

1977 VOLKSWAGEN
Rabbit, excellent
condition. Call 753-0745.

Lake home in Little Oaks area. This extra nice 2
BR,2 bath brick home on wooded lot is situated
among other homes of equal quality and beauty.
Lot is over 44 acre. Has all quality features such
as: Thermopane windows, central heat and air,2
family rooms with fireplaces beautiful pegged
floors, built-in range, double garage, paved
drive, walk-out basement. Has extra nice
workshop with boat storage. This is a superior
listing. Priced in the 60's.

X)
51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

CUSTOM RAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

GENERAL

BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?' CUSTOM
Then call 753-6614.
UPHOLSTERY. Phone
753-9753.
CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
EXPERIENCED person
reasonable rates,
needs work - can do
references, free
cleaning, yard work.
estimates. Quick drying.
' sewing repairs and
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
alterations. Reasonable
rates. Call 753-3296
BY
GUTTERING
between 4 and 7 p. m.
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
DO
WILL
your specifications. Call
HOUSECLEANING.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
Call 499-2770.
for free estimates:

st

1962 FORD FALCON, 6 b 'gee
cylinder, automatic,
must sell. $300. Call 753- s
9818 after 6 p. m.

1972 TOR[NO Sport. Light
blue with vinyl roof.
Good condition. .1605
South 16th, Steve Payne.

orS

31E11

M

4D Xiettilka.

FOR SALE 1967 Buick Le
Sabre, four door sedan.
Reasonable. Call 7533273.
1963 CHEVY II, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
new tires. 6325. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-3418.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN
stick shift. Very good
condition. $575 or best
offer. Call 753-0329.
Regal
BUICK
1974
Landau 350. Tilt wheel,
air condition, power
brakes and steering.
Blue with white ½ top.
Call 753-5945 after 5.
1972 FORD PICKUP, 302
V-8, power steering,
low
clean,
extra
mileage. Call 436-2427.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
w
$235. 1972 V a
clutch, $425. Double
• oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.

1972 CHRYSLER New
Yorker brougham. All
power, air, clean. $1500.
Call 489-2752.
1971 VW Super Beetle
with air conditioner.
Good condition. $1250.
Call 753-0797.
FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass
Supreme, power and air.
Call 753-0131 before 3:00
p. m. or after 9:00 p. m.
1970 FORD Maverick,
red, good condition.
$650. Call 1-354-8191.
REBEL RAMBLER,
1967. $275.00. Call 4892174.
1972 DATSUN 2 door gas
saver, $975. 1973 Nova, 6
cylinder, automatic,
$1295. Call 489-2595.
1976 VW DASHER Hatchback. AM-FM, air,
front wheel drive,
radials, power brakes, 4
speed, in warranty.
Under 3,000 miles. Call
753-6213.
1957 CHEVY convertible.
Best offer. Can be seen
at Richwood Optical,
1104 Story Ave., 8-5.
1972 DODGE Charger
Special Edition, V-8
double
automatic,
power and air. In good
condition. $1100.00.
Phone 3544217 after 4 p.
m.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p. m.

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
offers
Servicemaster
11 steam or dry foam
• method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business-today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
will be
performed
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe
work
needs_ Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
1972 CAMPER trailer, 20
436-2586.
It., Sleeps six. Good
condition. Call 753-7219.

1977 TRAVEL trailer 22' INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
Coachman. Air, awning,
high heat and cooling
and TV antenna. Self
bills. Call Doug Taylor
contained. Call 753-8940.
at 753-2310 for free
WHITES CAMPER
estimates.
SALES located 4 miles
l'East of Murray, on
ELECTRICAL WIRING Highway 94 toward
home-or industrial. Call
Kenlake. Both new and
Cooksey'after 6
Charles
used. Bank financing
436-5896.
m.
p.
days
available. Open 7
Per week. Call 751-0605,
WET BASEMENT? We
51 Services Offered
make wet basements
dry, work completely
ELECTRICAL WIRING
guaranteed. Call or
home and.industrial, air
write Morgan Conconditioning, and
struction Co., Route 2,
refrigeration, heating.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
Call 474-8841.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ELECLICENSk.D
efprompt
TRICIAN
ficient service. NO Job
K and H
too small. Call Ernest
"
Repair
White, 753-0605.
91 fast
753-3323
Laws mower old mud opine
MOBILE HOME anchors,
repair. Robed, lawn =mom
underpinning, awnings,
$25.00 mod igp
Riding
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
ewers, SIX end op Motor.
aluminum house siding
ryas tokls Nod roosir.
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753470'7.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
PAINTING . interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential-. For free
estimate, phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.
SIGN PAINTING. Call
between 740 a.m. ?539998.
FOR" BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
4374533 or after 8 p. no.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
DOZER WORK,all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.

Furches Jewelry
113 S.4th

sm,
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Rent tor Doty $12 00 a day

FREE - Kittens of all
ages, sizes, and colors!
Every one is beautiful
and will make lovely
----pets: Gall-753-3994.
ONE LONG HAIRED
grey white male kitten,
also 1 short haired black
female kitten. Very
cute. Call 753-8761.
FREE PUPPIES part
shepherd, oart collie.
Call 437-4806.

- 9.4-Air Decor,Sten

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing, residential and
General
commercial.
carpenter work. Call
436-2712 after 6 p.m.
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-0129.
WILL KEEP CHILD in
my home, days. Prefer
age 3 years or older.
References., Call 7534732.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
'8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.

Save! %oil
20 Mk
Fr** Dalivary
UNION, sod
Hound. ready to usa. Or bey • WOW old suns.
ray Oh
ready to easoole• hi op t• MOO rolederd, bet ell prowl
boat
ameded. Shoo Pim me then MON to Carsten Mt end buy Ow
tor loss.
7134964
9110.011110
PtOTABLI
Al BUILT

Sears REMARKABLE
PRICES

LOW

$171.115
WASHER, heavy duty, 11" wd
$124.15
DRYER, Normal and air cycles
SEWING MACHINE, lig zag and dial to sew . $411.911
ULM
VACUUM CLEANER, upright
portable or under counter . $1711.95
Of
$121.116
RANGE, electric, 30- cornier unit
$1111.116
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. ft.
$134.80
IAIR CONDITIONER, window type
$1711.00
FREEZER, diest or upright 6 cu. ft
$2211.00
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . . . $1111.110
$247.00
TV COLOR, memory line tuning
$77.95
TV B&W, quick start tube
,ide Shopping
Soutit
Center
75.3-2310

'Sears

CLEARANCESTEREO CONSOLES
'10"
s12..

Grit only, Early American Stereo El no Pay
One only Ned AM FM Phono
One only Magnavox AM FM Player Tape
One only, AM FM Phono Tape Recorder
One only onvponani Deck and Speakers

14.00
'14"
5.00

J 3 B Musics-Magnavox
Chestnut Street(Dixieland Shopping Ctr

UCKER
REALTOR

1616 KIRKWOOD - Brand new 3 bedroom, 2
bath home just loaded with quality. Lovely
ceramic kitchen floor and cabinet tops. Poppy
dishwasher and range. Charming family room
with fireplace. Large bedrooms, custom made
draperies included. Garage. Outstanding value
at $47,900.

MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
753-2635

PRICED FOR QUICK SALE
Easy To Buy
Easy To Live With
This neat house wit be perfect for a couple. 1st home.
located on a targe, landscaped tot, the living room has a
Franklin fineptace, 3 bedrooms, nice rooms kittlien- Wifely
room_immaculate_Call now - tomorrow may be too
late.

1974 BUICK LESabre
Luxus. Excellent condition. Can be seen at
Five Points Amoco, or
call 753-0780 after 5 p. m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
_hardtop. Darkc
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.

FREE - Black eight
weeks old puppy. Male.
Very swegt and will
make an ideal pet. Call
436-2304.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Cell
753-8343.

Cutlass
OLDS
1975
Supreme, silver, blue
half-top, blue plush
interior. AM-FM stereo
radio. $3500. Call 4892742 after 5 p. m. and
weekends.
, black with
1974 442 OLDS.
350
stripes.
gold
automatic with air
power
condition,
steering and brakes. AM
8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Ii-van. Call 753.8533 or
435-4351 after 5 p.m.

54 Free Column
FREE MOTHER cat and
kittens. Phone 753-6550.

INSULATION SAVES
$$$$. Rockwool insulation- blown attics' FREE - Beautiful part
and walls. Financing
Bay
Chesapeake
Free
available.
Retriever puppies. Have
estimates. Call 753-3316.
had all shots and are
perfectly healthy. Must
find homes for them
within the next three.
weeks because owners
Ro manils-ft-poloodr Mot
door comb N. .
are leaving town. Will
LAItYgladly deliver. Call 436mod ported' pow
2634.
Mum dus, aff the Mork

1.111. CAW ?133$2

DONALD R.
tr Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

QUALITY SERVKI
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
Atter lioare
Loretta fobs - 7534079 •
Faroe 44e4erripanw,
7371-18S7IF Fend& )orir%
.464.

Only $30,000 will buy this six room, three
bedroom brick on Johnson Boulevard. Nice lot,
quiet neighborhood, near schools and shopping.
Storm doors and storm windows for economical
fuel bills

4TH & CALLOWAY,HAZEL- Live in a country
atmosphere in well-kept older home with 4
bedrooms, PI baths on beautifully landscaped
lawn with many trees. Spacious living area with
outside storage. Attractively priced at $21,900.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

DONATO R TUCKER A WU SERVICE PEAT ESTATE FIRM
SO2 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
105 N. 12tti Street
753-$0110

NIGHTS, WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
436 5676
753 4560
753 7550
753-1930

Joe L. Kennon
Chuck Shuffett
Patricia Miller
Donald R. Tucker. C
4e-f, No. livid Se,v •

ea,

'The Professional Office
with the
Friendly Touch

ier.1

'f*.T,Dp41

Au4ra Moody
Barbaro Erwin
Warren Shropshire.
Homer Miller
Reuben Moody
IS. Nook

0
MEMBER-

753-9036
753-4136
753-1277
753-7519
753-9036
753-2387

USTNVG
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Deaths and Funerals I Carroll Gives Glowing Report

On Success Of Economic Plans

Brother Of Murray

Qr. I:S. Lubachko,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — region and state Highway 80 with an address by Richard
Gov. Julian Carroll has given connecting the Daniel Boone peitigrew, special assistant to
Carter
for
Kentucky local officials a and Mountain parkways in President
of
the
glowing report on the success eastern Kentucky. The reorganization
his administration has had in governor predicted that executive branch.
Interstate 24 will open the door
Pettigrew directed his
Graveside services for Dr.. - Aubrey
T. Robinson; boosting the state's economicmillion
10
to
12
to officials of the
for
remarks
million
62,
a
Lubachko,
development.
Ivan S.
brother of Mrs. J. B. Winona'
peidessor of European and Ramsey, South 120 Street,
Carroll told about 700 city, tourists annually in western state's 15 area development
districts. He said their input,
RiiSsian history at Murray Murray, died Friday at 6:45 p. county and area development Kentucky.
He also stressed the and that of their counterparts
gathered
officials
alifif-414+14W-6454---frif1Ce 1963, m.
district
at his home at 6506
will be held at 10 a.m. Friday Firethorn Way, Louisville. He Wednesday for the fifth importance of state support in other states, is vital to the
Issues for further development of Carter's reorganization plan
Local
In the Murray"cemetery.
was 76 years of age and the annual
his Louisville's downtown area. ''so we don't end up with an inthat
•The body is at the J. H. son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Conference
tirgoc
rleuw
ct."
"It . is basic that 'we house
petP
administration has "had some
Churchill Funeral home, Ernest Robinson.
in *strengthen Louisville as the
success
unexpected
where friends may call from 6
said
the
The deceased was a retired economic development, core of Kentucky's economic reorganization, which will
. until 9 p.m. tonight.
and
Louisville
the
development,"
Carroll
said. take about three years, will
particularly in tourism."
Dr. I.ubachko, a native of employee of
He said that since he "It's in the best interests of all begin with development of
Russia and an American Nashville Railroad Company.
He is survived by his wife, assumed office in 1975, the state to do that."
citizen since 1958, died at 12:55
-option papers," which local
Carroll said he was "very officials will be
p.m. Wednesday at the Mrs. Alice Evelyn Robinson, Kentucky's tourist income has
asked to
billion, prqyd" to report that review.
$1.41
Murray-Calloway County :.ouisville; four sons, Aubrey _ -totaled
.
1
his
Kentucky.ranks sixth in the
Hospital. He had suffered a" T. Robinson,. Jr.., Jefdistricts in Kentucky
tt..,
1Xin in per capita income 'uniquely
stroke while teaching a fersonville, Ind.,
,rhe
see the operation of
V.
"The tourism dollar is one of growth. He said construction many
morning . class at the- Keith, and Donald
government
Robinson, all of Louisville; the cleanest dollars you can jumped 19 per cent in programs," Pettigrew said.
University. Monday.
Ramsey,
B.
get," Carroll said, "because Kentucky last year,compared He said the Mine House
He came to the United one sister, Mrs. J.
States shortly after World War Murray; eight grandchildren; you don't have to take out for with seven per cent nationally. reorganization task force has
Local
The
Issues sent questionnaires to local
welfare and all the other
!land after having earned his six great grandchildren.
Conference,'
a- three-day event officials in Kentucky
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MI Dress Suits, MI Sport
Coats All Dress Shirts
MI Sports Shirts All
Dress Pants, MI Casual
Pants, All Jarman
Shoes Tennis Shorts
And Shirts
White Jeans

Hog Market
Federal State Market NewsService July
21, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 658 Eat. 500 Barrows A
Gills moruy steady to .25 lower Sows
steady US 1-2100-230 lb.
145.00-45.25
US 14260-340lb.
844.75-45.00
US 2-4 310480 Lb..
844.2544.75
US 3-4360-360lb.
1143.5044.25
Sows
•
US 1-2 270450lb.
$35.00-35.50
US 14 300-500 lbs.
135.0046.00
US 1-3 500-6501m...jai mat 511teir OD
US 2-3 300-500 Ilse
134.00-35.00
Boars 24 00-27.00
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Dr. Kline Presents Paper For
New York Summer Institute

Dr. James M. Kline, Murray
State University professor,
recently presented a paper
"Ancient Astronomy and
Kentucky" to participants in
the 1977 Summer Institute on
Native American Civilizations
at
Colgate
University,
Hamilton, N. Y.
. tine- wa invited to
lecture by Dr. A. F. Aveni,
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% 5020to%
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*All Sales Cash

*Alteration
Extra

Murray, Ky.

KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men
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,
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OFF
OFF
OFF

•No Refunds

Center

•

OFF

'No Exchanges
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Kentuckians Breathing Easier
As Air Pollution Alert Ends
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
Kentuckians are breathing
easier today after the end of
an air pollution alert issued
last Friday for Louisville,
Lexington, Henderson and the
northern Kentucky suburbs of
Cincinnati.
State officials lifted the alert
as a cool front swept across
Kentucky from the north
Wednesday afternoon and
evening, clearing away ozone
and haze that clogged the air
around the cities. Hisham
Sa'Aid, deputy director of the
state Division of Air Pollution,
said it is impossibleto tell how
long the air will stay clear.
"It's hard to tell what it'll do
next Week," he said.
But for the moment,he said,
"it will give us all a relief."
Officials discontinued the
warnings to heart and
respiratory patients to day in
air conditioned surroundings
and avoid exertion.
And industriesthat had been
asked to cut emissions and
motorists who were asked not
to use their cars were able to
resume normal activities.
Sa'Aid said the National
Weather Service predicted the
front would bring better air
circulation and dispersion of
pollutants throughout the
state today.
The weather service also
said there was a 50 per cent
chance of rain, and showers
should bring further relief,
Sa'Aid said,
The highest ozone level in
Kentucky Wednesday was4
where
Newport,
concentration of irritating
srzone—formed by. the action

of sunlight on industrial and
auto emissions,reached 100
on the federal Environment
Protection Agency (EPA)
scale used by the state.
That was well belt the 117
pollution alert level. Ozone
concentrations in Louisville
reached 94, in Lexington 75, in
Ashland /3 and in Henderson
48.
Actually, ozone levels
during the alert were "not too
excessive," Sa'Aid said.
"We've had some higher
levels in the past, but this kept
going on, which makes it
difficult." Ozone levels were not the
highest nor the alert the
longest in recent years, he
said. Pollution levels since
Friday, when the alert was
issued, did not exceed 150 on
the EPA scale.
During a 10-day pollution
alert in the summer of 1975,
Louisville had ozone levels
that would have measured 235
on the EPA scale had it then
been in existence,Sa'Aid said.
From 100 to 200 on the scale
is considered "unhealthy,"
and an alert is issued if the
level of a pollutant reaches
117. From 200 to 300 on the
scale is classed as "very
unhealthy," and levels above
300 are termed "hazardous"
by the EPA.
"The difference this year is
that we started early," Sa'Aid
said. "The alerts usually start
in June, but this year we
started in May."
The cause, he said,
apparently is "different
Weather patterns. We've been
seeing_an extreme winter and

now an extreme summer.
"So far we've had low
alerts already thin year. It
looks like we're going to have
a long summer."
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Police
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f$410110
Humane Society

753-1441
753-1621
153-6952
753-9331
753-5131
753-3991

Comprehensive
Cate
Poison Control .
Senior Citizens .
Needline Learn To Read

753-4611
153-75S8
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153-NEED
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FILM, FUSII CUES,
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Artcraft Studios
15651.1215 75341135
free Parting At Arai Door

Century Singers To

60%
Pants

FIELD TRAINING—Sgt.Gerald Kimbro, right, of Murray,and SSgt. Eddy Pinnel, both of
the Hickman unit of the Kentucky Army National Guard, operate a fire direction control center during field training at Fort Hood,Texas. The unit was part of a 1,400 member Kentucky contingent performing annual training at the Kentucky post.
a.
(Photo by SPS Tom Murphy,133d Public Affairs Detachment)
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KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!

Director of the, Institute and
Professor of Astronomy at
Colgate.
In 1973 Dr. Aveni chaired
the first joint scientific
meeting Lon Mesoamerican
Archaeoastronomy ,of the
American Association 'for the
Advancement of Science and
the Consejo Nacional- -de
Ciencia de Mexico.
The proceedings of the
Mexico City meeting and the
second international conference on Native American
Astronomy hosted by Colgate
University in 1975 were edited
by Aveni and published by the
University of Texas Press.
The 1977 summer program
of five courses on the theme of
the origin and evolution of
high cultures of the Americas
included interdisciplinary
studies in anthropology, archaeology, art and architecture, cultural history
and new world astronomy.
Dr. Kline is professor of
Physics and Astronomy in the
College of Environmental
Sciences at Murray State.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7. a. m.
dam 302.6, down 0.3.
357
0ew
7ioup0l
Barkley Lake, 7 a. rit 357.7,
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.9, up 0.7.
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TALKING
PRICE?
The Dodge Boys
at Jim Fain Motors

are talking
your language.
"A size for every need. A price for every pocketbook:

FULL-SIZED DODGE ROYAL MONACO SEDAN.
Dodge testis that big cars should seat six adults
as comkirtably as possible. That's why Royal
Monaco sedan's bigger inside than a Ford
LTD sedan. With more front legroom and front
and rear !teed-, hip-, and shoulder room. Add
that to Royal Monica's sivrooth ride and you've
got more than lust another big car. You've got a
big, beautiful Dodge.

Jim Fain Motors
753-0832
810Sycamore
Murray,Ky.

11.)
Dodge

